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Abstract 

In this dissertation, we highlight recent developments in the application of ma

chine learning for molecular modeling and simulation. After giving a brief 

overview of the foundations, components, and workflow of a typical supervised 

learning approach for chemical problems, we discuss how machine learning re

lates to, supports, and augments more traditional physics-based approaches in 

computational research. 

We introduce the design and major elements of the open-source ML program 

package ChemML that facilitate the broader dissemination of cutting-edge ma

chine learning techniques in an automated, yet flexible and customizable, for

mat. ChemML makes an effort to reach non-expert users for which the novelty of 

ML research may be daunting, and to help share best practices and guidelines. 

We next utilize our machine learning package to underpin two application 

studies. For the first time, we introduce and assess the challenge of imbalanced 

data in the Harvard Clean Energy Project (CEP) data set. We present an ensem

ble method based on the unsupervised learning approaches to extract the un-

lX 



derlying classes of molecules in the data set of organic molecules. This method 

enables us to identify under-represented classes of the molecules, and provide 

reasonable solutions to alleviate the side effects of learning from imbalanced 

data. Moreover, we present an innovative feature selection scheme in the space 

of molecular descriptors. It is based on systematic trends in the mean values 

of descriptors for compound classes with different target property values. It 

is a simple, intuitively motivated procedure, and its results lend themselves to 

chemical interpretation. We present a proof-of-principle study concerned with 

modeling the principal energy levels of organic semiconductor compounds in 

the CEP data set. 

In addition, we construct efficient machine learning models to accurately 

and efficiently predict the density, polarizability, and refractive index (RI) val

ues of 1.5 million organic molecules. Using transfer learning and fine-tuning 

approaches, we try to evaluate the applicability domain of the available models 

for the out-of-sample predictions. This is the largest study so far developing a 

data-driven model for the screening of the high-RI candidates. The results of 

this study support the view that machine learning methods can accelerate the 

exploration of remoter area of the molecular space. 

We conclude by outlining challenges and future research directions that need 

to be addressed in order to make machine learning a mainstream chemical en

gineering tool. 

X 



Introduction 

1.1 Machine Learning from a Chemical Perspective 

Over the past few years, data science has started to offer a fresh perspective 

on tackling complex chemical questions, such as discovering and designing 

chemical systems with tailored property profiles, revealing intricate structure

property relationships (SPRs), and exploring the vastness of chemical space [1]. 

Data-derived prediction models serve as surrogates for physics-based models 

that are at the heart of traditional modeling and simulation work. They are 

attractive, because they are usually dramatically less demanding than physics

based models and can thus be deployed in studies of correspondingly larger 

scope and scale. If trained on experimental data, they are also not subject to 

the approximations made in physics-based models and may thus not exhibit 

the resulting discrepancies with respect to non-idealized experimental findings. 

Of course, data-derived models have their own intrinsic errors and limitations, 

which we will address in the course of this review. 
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Machine learning (ML) is a data mining technique and used to create data

derived models. It enables us to extract complex and often hidden correla

tions (and thus ideally insights, patterns, rules, and guidance) from given data 

sets and to encapsulate them in mathematical form. ML is commonly catego

rized into four types, i.e., supervised, semi-supervised, unsupervised, and re

inforcement learning. The main difference between these types is in essence the 

amount of information (i.e., labeling, context) that is available for the target 

variable that serves as the ground truth for the training of an ML algorithm. 

While all ML types have found application in chemical research [2], supervised 

learning has so far been most commonly used, and this review will thus focus 

on it. The popularity of supervised learning may be due to its heuristic and 

intuitive approach to learning, which is similar to a scientist's way of gaining 

insights into SPR. A supervised prediction model can be thought of as a func

tion f: X -----f Y that maps an input x E X to an output y E Y, where x in this 

context is the feature representation of a chemical system and y its target prop

erty. If the variables x and y are continuous (numerical), then the mapping is a 

regression; if they are discrete (categorical), then it is a classification. 

We can utilize a host of supervised ML algorithms to train and optimize 

model f to approximate the output value for a given input. Two popular algo

rithms that have been widely used are artificial neural networks (ANNs) and 

kernel methods. Both can be thought of as transforming the input x into a new 

feature (latent variable) space, in which it becomes linearly correlated with the 

output y [3]. The transformation itself is typically highly non-linear. A ma

jor advantage of the ANNs is their capacity to transform features sequentially 

through several layers, which is referred to as deep learning. Kernel methods, 

on the other hand, usually transform features in a one-step process using ker-
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nel functions. Unlike in ANNs, this process is predefined prior to the tuning of 

the model's parameters, and is thus less flexible to learn the best latent variable 

space. The advantage of kernel methods is their superior performance in find

ing global solutions, even for small-size data sets where ANNs have deficits. 

The support vector machines and kernel ridge regression are two common ex

amples of kernel-based algorithms. 

The relationship between a molecular structure and its properties is deter

ministic, i.e., there exists an exact mapping from fundamental physics (i.e., the 

Schrodinger equation). This mapping is ultimately the foundation for tradi

tional modeling and simulation techniques. The topology of ML models is gen

erally very flexible (as, e.g., expressed in the universal approximation theorem 

for ANNs), so that they can learn and recover the underlying SPRs of a prob

lem, even from simple chemical representations (assuming no significant loss of 

information within this representation). 

We can consider a feature representation method as a function g : M -----f X 

that maps a basic chemical representation m E M to a feature input x E X 

(typically called a descriptor). The representation m may contain spatial or at 

least topological information that defines a molecule and is expressed, e.g., in 

atomic coordinates, simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) [4], 

international chemical identifier (InChl), or other formats. 

A common feature space X is spanned by structural descriptors. Some ML 

approaches also utilize physical or (physico-)chemical properties as descriptors, 

such that g corresponds to a simulation or some other type of calculation (in

cluding those from first principles). As this approach builds physics into the 

feature space, it has a certain appeal and has gained corresponding popularity. 

However, it is important to point out that the computational cost of obtaining 
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such descriptors (which include optimized geometries) may easily make this 

the bottleneck of an ML approach, in which case it will limit its utility as an ef

ficient surrogate for the prediction of y. This issue has to be considered as part 

of a cost-benefit analysis. 

Another class of descriptors is designed to capture the local environment of 

each atom in a molecule [5]. This approach considers a molecule as a graph 

with atom and bond (i.e., node and edge) features. Each atom can interact 

with all other atoms in its immediate vicinity, which results in an update of the 

corresponding local atomic features. Incidentally, this approach has its roots in 

both chemical and data sciences: In the context of molecular simulations, cutoff 

radii have long been used to exploit the short-ranged nature of intermolecular 

interactions. In data science, the idea of dynamic irregular graphs provides 

the underpinning of graph convolutional neural networks. The overlap of the 

two disciplines in this area has led to many methodological advances for the 

generation of descriptors. Results from a number of recent studies suggest that 

an ensemble of local features (rather than a global representation), is able to 

provide a more robust solution to the challenges involved with variant graph 

size and the order of atoms in molecules [6, 7]. 

The descriptors discussed so far are essentially hand-crafted to explicitly ex

pose certain structural, physical, or (physico-)chemical information x from m 

and provide a structured (i.e., tabular) feature representation. Alternatively, 

the feature generation g can also be merged into the prediction model f and 

both will be jointly optimized, e.g., through hidden layers (latent space) in deep 

learning. This class of descriptors is called learned features [8]. 

The overall ML workflow for chemical problems encompasses a number of 

steps as shown in Fig. 2.3, including parsing, cleaning, and preprocessing a 
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Figure 1.1. The major tasks and mathematical setup of a supervised machine learning 
workflow: For a given data set {M, Y}, in which for a number of molecules in basic 
chemical representation m E M the target property y E Y is given, we apply a feature 
representation method as a function g : M --+ X that maps M to a feature input space 
X. After cleaning and other preprocessing steps, we use {X, Y} to formulate an ML 
model f: X --+ Y that maps the feature input space X to the output label space Y. The 
ML model is trained on the training subset of { X, Y}, and subsequently validated and 
optimized on its testing subset, so that it minimizes the prediction error for Y. 

chemical data set {M, Y}, compiling an array of descriptors via g, as well as 

training, evaluation, and validation of the prediction model f. 

1.2 Applications of Machine Learning in Chemical 

Research 

In the following section, we summarize three application areas of ML in chemi

cal research, with particular consideration of the inherent structure of the associ

ated data sets, types of representation, and connections to traditional modeling. 

We limit the scope of our discussion to molecular systems, which still cover a 

broad range of use cases. 
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• 

Figure 1.2. Three application areas of ML in chemical research. 

1.2.1 Discovery and Design of New Compounds 

The application of ML for the exploration of chemical space and the creation 

of new compounds (ranging from small molecules to polymers and materials) 

can be divided into two distinct approaches: (i) discovery, i.e., ML is used to 

generate fast prediction models for properties of interest, with which large-scale 

surveys of chemical space can be conducted in order to identify compounds 

that exhibit desired property profiles; (ii) design, i.e., ML is used to develop 

a quantitative understanding of the SPRs of interest, which can be inverted to 

pursue the targeted, rational design (or inverse engineering) of compounds with 

particular properties. While the core activity, i.e., the ML of SPRs, is the same 

in both cases, its use follows different perspectives. 
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Discovery. The idea of employing data-derived prediction models instead 

of physics-based models (or experimentation) as a means to characterize candi

dates in the search for new molecules may be one of the earliest applications in 

chemistry, for which the use of ML was proposed. Traditional molecular mod

eling and simulations have been used for this purpose for many years. More re

cently, they have also been employed in the context of virtual high-throughput 

screening studies, in which they are tasked with assessing entire libraries of 

candidate compounds (see Fig. 1.3 and, e.g., Ref. [9, 10]). However, the com

putational footprint, in particular of first-principles approaches, is limiting both 

individual as well as large-scale studies that seek to identify compounds with 

specifically targeted properties. 

The application of data-derived prediction models enables us to dramati

cally accelerate the survey of chemical space, often by several orders of mag

nitude. A speed-up of that magnitude allows a corresponding increase in the 

scale and scope that is viable for screening efforts. (It is thus sometimes referred 

to as hyperscreening.) The candidate libraries are typically generated from a col

lection of moieties and patterns that are of interest in a given context [11]. The 

combination of such a set of building blocks leads to a molecular library for a 

particular domain in chemical space, i.e., the candidates belong to the same 

distribution [12]. A number of experimental or high-level computational train

ing sets have been developed for specific classes of molecules [13, 14]. Since 

these data sets focus on relatively similar compounds from the same distribu

tion, the choice of representation and the ML model training are arguably less 

challenging compared to more universally applicable models. The extrapola

tive use of data-derived prediction models outside the domain for which they 

were trained has to be conducted with great care and caution, as they are least 
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reliable here. This is a conceptual challenge, as screening studies are often in

terested in compounds with extreme properties that are likely at the margins of 

the distribution, where the predictions are least reliable. Iterative retraining of 

ML models allows us to shift the training data distribution into particular areas 

of interest, thus making them more robust for use in discovery. 

A reasonably diverse collection of molecules can be found in the open-source 

QM9 data set originally extracted from the GDB-17 chemical universe of 166 bil

lion organic molecules [15]. The QM9 data comprises computed geometries and 

properties for 134,000 molecules at density functional theory (DFT) level. Due 

to the diversity of molecular structures and broad range of calculated proper

ties, QM9 plays an important role as a benchmark data set for new models and 

methods [16, 17]. Its contribution to method developments can be compared to 

the MNIST data set in the hand-written character recognition community [18]. 

In contrast to, e.g., data sets from first-principles modeling, those from data

derived models have so far rarely been used for the generation of new reference 

data. Yet, they have played an important role in a number of methodological 

advances in the field. As a result, the reported accuracies for many of the recent 

ML prediction models surpass those of traditional molecular modeling and sim

ulations [19]. 

Design. While discovery is still based on a traditional trial-and-error pro

cess - albeit one drastically accelerated by ML - the notion of a deliberate, de 

nova design of new compounds represents a different research paradigm. It ad

dresses the problem that even rapid and efficient hyperscreening studies can 

only scratch the surface of the practically infinite molecular space. Instead, the 

design paradigm seeks to utilize insights into the SPRs obtained from ML for the 

targeted creation of systems with specific properties. The understanding of how 
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Figure 1.3. Flowchart showing a computational funnel typical for high-throughput vir
tual screening (HTVS) studies. The neural network schemes on the left and right rep
resent deep generative model architectures that can conceptually replace different ele
ments of the screening funnel. Both generative adversarial networks (GANs) and vari
ational autoencoders (VAEs) include two networks that revolutionize the conventional 
generation and analysis steps by probabilistic means. A deep reinforcement learning 
(RL) network can also be trained to bias the generation towards promising candidates. 

changes in the molecular structure (or a compound's features) lead to changes in 

the desired properties can be inverted to gain a property to structure mapping. 

The mathematical structure of a data-derived SPR prediction model (e.g., the 

dominant features, principal components, latent variables, or learned features) 

yields a foundation for inverse design. Models that are less easy to interpret 

can be projected onto surrogate models for which the extraction of guidelines is 

easier. A key challenge is to realize the simultaneous enhancement of different 

properties. The emerging design rules can be used to formulate individual com

pounds [20], but also to identify high-value domains in chemical space, which 
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can be enumerated in screening libraries (e.g., by sampling compounds similar 

to a lead compound). The latter approach is effectively interfacing the discov

ery and design perspectives and allows both physics-based and data-derived 

modeling studies to be more targeted. 

Another approach that is very promising and has caused much excitement 

is the application of generative models (see Fig. 1.3). For instance, Sanchez

Lengeling et al. have shown that a generative adversarial network (GAN) in 

tandem with reinforcement learning can outperform evolutionary algorithms 

in order to bias the generative process toward the extreme regions of a prop

erty distribution [21, 22]. The use of GANs for molecular design and library 

generation is very recent and a number of concerns and challenges still need to 

be overcome in their development. Two of the principal challenges of GANs 

(and other generative approaches) are the rate at which invalid (i.e., chemi

cally irrelevant or non-sensical) structures are generated, and their ability to 

produce topologically different molecules compared to the underlying training 

data [23, 24]. Another example of generative models are variational autoen

coders (VAEs) that learn the distribution of embedded space and thus enables 

tuning in that space [25]. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) operate in a se

quential manner similar to creating new molecules one atom at a time. One 

benefit of RNNs is their memory mechanism that allows them to remember the 

effects of previous sequences [26]. 

1.2.2 Creation of New Modeling Techniques 

Instead of replacing physics-based with data-derived modeling entirely as out

lined in Sec. 1.2.1, ML can also be used to (i) calibrate and correct the results of 
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physics-based models to account for some of their systematic errors; (ii) comple

ment traditional modeling and simulation approaches (i.e., employ combina

tions of physics-based and data-derived models); and (iii) facilitate the develop

ment of new physics-based modeling techniques. 

The calibration approach allows us to improve the predictive performance 

of physics-based models and obtain high-quality results at the cost of lower

quality methods. It can also help bridge the gap between experiment and the

ory that results from the inherent approximations in the latter (see, e.g., Ref. 

[10]). Transfer learning is an ML design methodology that has been a particu

larly successful technique in this context [27, 28]. In the combination approach, 

we only utilize ML for aspects for which no good physics-based models are 

available or where their use is impractical ( e.g., because of insufficient accu

racy, prohibitive cost, or other numerical issues). We thus retain as much of the 

physical foundations and robustness of traditional modeling as possible, while 

being pragmatic about the parts of a problem, where that is not possible (see, 

e.g., Refs. [29, 30, 31]). 

The development of entirely new modeling techniques by means of ML has seen 

encouraging pioneering efforts, in particular for force fields (FFs) and DFT. The 

major driving force behind ML-generated FFs is the lack of generalizability in 

the classical FFs and the interatomic potentials that underpin them. This is an 

area where ML is apparently able to bridge the accuracy and versatility typi

cally seen from quantum chemistry and the efficiency of molecular mechanics 

simulations. A recent line of research has focused on learning interatomic po

tentials from quantum chemical data sets [32]. There are two specific challenges 

involved in this application that make it distinct from prediction models for 

molecular properties. One is the need for a diverse sampling of non-equilibrium 
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chemical conformations, as both ML and classical FFs perform poorly outside of 

their applicability domain. Access to a diverse collection of high-quality train

ing samples is thus essential in creating ML FFs. For instance, Botu et al. have 

improved on previous work by diversifying their training data, e.g., by adding 

more atomic environments and applying clustering methods [33]. Smith et al. 

have pushed the normal mode sampling method to obtain single point energies 

for more than 20 million conformations generated for 58,000 small molecules 

[34] . The results of these efforts were shown to be efficiently generalizable, even 

for the simulation of more complex phenomena. The second important chal

lenge is to conserve the consistency between potential energies and forces as 

discussed by Chmiela et al. [35]. They provide a robust solution to this chal

lenge by developing gradient-domain ML models (which reproduce global FFs 

by training in the force domain and incorporating both energies and forces) in 

an automated fashion, thus learning accurate ML FFs. 

In the DFT context, ML is used to create new functionals for different terms 

in the electronic Hamiltonian. The exact form of several functionals ( e.g., the 

kinetic energy functional for interacting electrons or the exchange-correlation 

functional in the Kohn-Sham formalism) are unknown and otherwise approxi

mated by physical reasoning. The ML-generated functionals allow DFT to avoid 

common failures, such as in accurately describing bond-breaking processes. 

Different ML functionals for specific classes of molecules, target properties, and 

electronic structure situations are being developed, as are fast methods that, 

e.g., learn energy functionals directly without having to solve the Kohn-Sham 

equations, thus making them a viable approach for ab initio molecular dynamics 

simulations [36]. 
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1.2.3 Predictions of Chemical Reactions and Catalyst Systems 

Research on chemical reactions is another field that has been benefiting from the 

advances in ML methodology. ML has been paving the way for a better under

standing of chemical transformations with numerous real-world implications. 

SMILES are often the representation of choice for both the inputs (reactants and 

reagents) and outputs (products) of data-derived models for chemical reactions. 

These models are trained on known reactions to recognize structural patterns 

that may undergo bond-breaking or -formation in the course of a reaction or 

catalytic process [37]. One particularly important data set for this application 

domain is the result of the US patent reaction extraction by Lowe [38]. 

The progress in predicting organic reactions and their products has been 

particularly noteworthy in recent years. Nam et al. have introduced sequence

to-sequence models to address the reaction prediction task similar to linguistic 

translation problems [39]. More recently, Schwaller et al. outperformed a simi

lar approach in an end-to-end template-free model with a focus on the attention 

mechanism and a new tokenization strategy [40]. Coley et al. introduced a 

graph convolutional neural network approach with competitive performance. 

It was used for the prediction of reaction products as well as reactive sites of the 

reagents that are most likely to initiate a reaction [41]. One major contribution 

of the last two studies is the development of web applications to facilitate easy 

access to their models. These tools are available via the IBMRXN and ASKCOS 

websites, respectively [42, 43]. 

A promising direction of ongoing work is the prediction of reaction path

ways and mechanisms. All these efforts ultimately aim for a practical and 

more generalizable implementation of retrosynthetic analysis, which has been 
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a grand challenge in organic chemistry for many years [44]. Insights regard

ing the synthetic feasibility of virtual compounds are also a key concern for the 

screening library generation and molecular design efforts discussed in Sec. 1.2.1. 



ChemML: A Machine Learning 

Program Package for Chemistry 

2.1 Introduction 

Since the early days of the digital and information age, data science has been 

transforming every domain discipline, and the chemical and materials fields 

are no longer an exception [13]. Data-driven research and machine learning 

(ML) have emerged as promising new thrusts in materials and chemical re

search, in particular in the wake of the 2011 White House Materials Genome 

Initiative (MGI) [45] and the 2017 NSF Data-Driven Discovery Science in Chem

istry (D3SC) initiative [1], respectively. This new paradigm is causing much 

excitement for its unique potential to unravel hidden structure-property rela

tionships that govern the behavior of chemical and materials systems, as well 

as for its ability to yield data-derived surrogate models that are dramatically 

more efficient than traditional physics-based models [46]. However, as data

driven research is still a young and less-well-established approach, there is a 
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distinct infrastructure gap (especially in chemistry) [47]. Tools and techniques 

that could facilitate it are often in their early stages or lacking altogether. 

As outlined in Ref. [48], we have been developing a software ecosystem that 

combines computational modeling, virtual high-throughput screening, and big 

data analytics to tackle this issue. It is comprised of ChemLG [49], a library 

generator for the definition and enumeration of chemical and materials spaces; 

ChemHTPS [50], an automated high-throughput in silica screening platform for 

chemical and materials data generation; ChemBDDB [51], a big data database 

template for chemical and materials data storage; and ChemML [52], an ML and 

informatics program package for chemical and materials data mining. 

The chapter at hand provides a detailed introduction of ChemML and our de

velopment efforts since 2014. In Sec. 2.2, we will explain the purpose and design 

philosophy that ChemML is built upon and Sec. 2.3 discusses the classes of core 

tasks at its heart. Sec. 2.4 covers ChemML's architecture and implementation, 

Sec. 5.2 provides a description of methodological advancements and summa

rizes applications of ChemML, and Sec. 5.5 offers conclusions and an outlook on 

future developments. 

2.2 Design Philosophy 

ChemML is designed as a toolbox for the use of data science in the chemical and 

materials domain. Its capabilities include the validation, analysis, mining, and 

modeling of chemical and materials data sets (both of modest and large size, in

cluding those generated by ChemHTPS) using state-of-the-art ML and informat

ics methodology. Its primary purpose is to extract hidden structure-property 

relationships, which are a prerequisite for the generation of data-derived pre-
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diction models, hyperscreening studies, accelerated discovery, rational design, 

and inverse engineering. 

While many individual components of data science workflows are openly 

available, there is currently no comprehensive end-to-end solution that is ready 

for use in real-world, every-day work of chemists and material scientists, in 

particular not without expert training and coding efforts. ChemML adapts, in

terfaces, and integrates techniques as well as expertise from chemistry, materi

als, and data science to create a value-added new tool that enables and advances 

data-driven research. A key consideration in ChemML's design is to prioritize 

accessibility to non-expert users, so that ML methodology can readily be em

ployed by interested research practitioners. ChemML provides abstracted ML 

workflows for general-purpose use, broad scope, and wide range of applica

bility combined with automation and user-friendliness. At the same time, we 

allow all settings to be tailored and customized to keep ChemML relevant for 

more experienced users. ChemML is open source and distributed under the per

missive 3-clause BSD license. 

ChemML is written in Python and its design and implementation follows 

that of an open-software infrastructure, allowing for a sustainable development, 

evolution, and deployment. It is strictly modular and object-oriented, and it 

takes advantage of available open-source libraries to avoid 'reinventing the 

wheel' and to harness their excellent performance. In addition to serving as a 

production-level tool, ChemML is also designed as a development platform and 

testbed for ML methods and techniques. It allows us to systematically, rapidly, 

and efficiently test the efficacy and performance of available methodology in 

the chemical context as well as of original contributions that we are introducing 

in the course of our work. 
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With this overall design philosophy we seek to reproduce the game

changing influence that the rise of computational chemistry program packages 

with similar characteristics have had on making modeling and simulation such 

ubiquitous techniques in today's research landscape. 

2.3 Core Tasks 

A typical supervised ML scenario, which ChemML is designed to tackle, is the 

creation of a data-derived prediction model [46]. The latter can be thought of 

as a complex mathematical operation f : X -----f Y that learns a mapping from 

input x E X onto an output y E Y, where x in this context is the feature repre

sentation of a chemical or materials system and y is its target property (or other 

characteristic). If the variable y is continuous (numerical), then the mapping is 

a regression; if it is discrete (categorical), then it is a classification. An ML al

gorithm defines model f and optimizes all its parameters to approximate the 

output y for a given input x, i.e., the algorithm minimizes the prediction er

ror of a model by training it on available data. We can also express the feature 

representation as a function g: M -----f X. It maps a compound's basic chemical 

representation m E M to the feature input x (i.e., a set of descriptors). A typ

ical ML workflow encompasses a number of steps [53], including the parsing, 

cleaning, and preprocessing of a chemical data set { M, Y}; the generation of an 

appropriate feature representation via g; and the training, validation, and eval

uation of model f. All these basic components and more sophisticated ones are 

provided by ChemML in the form of canned methods for ease of use, similar to 

domain-independent libraries such as scikit-learn [54]. 

In the following, we give a brief overview of the types of methods that are 
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Figure 2.1. ChemML provides a multitude of methods as part of seven core task classes 
to conduct data mining projects (such as the creation of data-derived machine learning 
(ML) surrogate models). 

covered by each of the core task classes shown in Fig. 2.1, and we mention no

table innovation as well as key third-party libraries ChemML utilizes in these 

tasks: 

Input/Output (1/0): ChemML provides several methods to read and parse 

input files (e.g., containing data sets, libraries of molecules, or trained mod

els) in various formats and store the outputs of ChemML's operations. ChemML 

uses Numpy and Pandas libraries for the majority of basic data manipulation 

tasks. It provides three main classes to manipulate the chemical information 

of molecular or crystal structures. These classes are supported by the popular 

cheminformatics codes OpenBabel [55], RDKit [56], and Magpie [57]. 

Represent: The choice of feature representation is one of the most impor

tant aspects of an ML approach and an obvious place to infuse the physics of a 

given data set into the desired model. ChemML includes implementations of nu-
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merous feature representation methods, including Coulomb matrix [58], bag-of

bonds [59], local atomic and bond features for deep learning (DL) [60], interfaces 

for RDKit fingerprints and molecular descriptors from Dragon [61], as well as a 

Python reimplementation of all composition-based and crystal-structure-based 

features available in the Magpie library. It also covers our original work on 

fingerprint and feature engineering. 

Prepare: The data preparation techniques in ChemML allow us to alleviate is

sues associated with one-to-many and many-to-one mappings. They also allow 

us to remove redundant or otherwise irrelevant features using feature transfor

mation and feature selection techniques. 

Model: To date, our focus in developing ChemML has been on supervised 

ML techniques. For core ML tasks in the creation of these models, we uti

lize popular and efficient libraries including scikit-learn, Tensorflow [62], and 

Keras [63]. This task class also includes crucial facilities for model assessment, 

validation, and evaluation. The original model contributions developed and 

maintained within ChemML include physics-informed DL architectures and pre

tuned ML models for the prediction of particular molecular properties. 

Optimize: This task class provides methods to quantify and improve both 

the accuracy and reliability of predictions. We can optimize a given model in 

hyper-parameter space using a coarse grid search or evolutionary algorithm. In 

addition, ML design methodologies such as active learning (AL) and transfer 

learning (TL) are available to enhance the efficiency of the exploration of com

pound space. (We detail the implementation of these techniques as examples for 

methodological innovation in the Sec. 5.2.) The available optimization methods 

link to other elements of an ML workflow and ChemML allows us to automatize 

the modeling of specified search spaces. 
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Visualize: Data visualization methods that help facilitate a better compre

hension of the modeling results are available via a separate module, which 

builds on the Matplotlib and Seaborn libraries for key visualization elements. 

These elements are accessible as part of any ML workflow. 

•domain Chemistry ] [ Data Science 
•task Input Represent Prepare Model Optimize Visualize Output 

•m_e_t_h_od_...,....-- _o_p_l~_~rl-;_~_;,_r~_:l.,ic,alyiaivi:uii:il~i~ie. JI, [•;~~:;;••-ta-~-~-;...;_td_trv_to__n_:_:e...r!....::_~_m_ 

•source 

•interface 

Figure 2.2. Design scheme and architecture of the ChemML program package, consisting 
of ChemML Library and ChemML Wrapper. The overview shows the seven task classes 
and the methods available within them, as well as the six categories we distinguish with 
regards to the method sources. 

2.4 Architecture and Implementation 

ChemML incorporates a host of methods to support the core tasks introduced 

in the previous section and it stages them as constituent elements of ML work

flows. As shown in Fig. 2.2, we distinguish methods for which an implemen

tation is publicly available and those for which it is not. The former include 

commercial software, open-source libraries, and public code repositories, and 

they are either directly embedded (in particular in case of the core libraries) 

or accessed through plug-in interfaces. The latter include methods by others 

that are published in the literature, but for which no (public) implementation 

is available, as well as new methods that are being developed by us as original 
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contributions. In the original contributions we distinguish between established 

methods that we adapt to the chemistry context and entirely novel methods 

we develop from scratch. All newly implemented code forms ChemML Library. 

ChemML Library also includes public code repositories that do not feature a stan

dard structure and are thus not readily amenable for bindings. Parallel process

ing is available for the majority of these methods to leverage multi-processors 

hardware architectures and accelerate large-scale studies. ChemML Library and 

all available third-party libraries and codes are tied together via ChemML Wrap

per, which serves as the overarching framework and driver for the ChemML 

package. ChemML Wrapper enables us to build and run arbitrarily complex 

workflows comprised of the available methods. Its workflow prototyping ca

pability is comparable to the KNIME platform [64], however, it also provides a 

high-level interface to many libraries (including ChemML), and it is specifically 

tailored for chemical and materials research. In contrast to common symbolic 

programming approaches (e.g., the Tensorflow architecture), ChemML Wrapper 

does not require the user to code. 
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Figure 2.3. Toy workflow / computation graph used in ChemML. (a) Plot of the com
putation graph with corresponding Python code (b) and input file (c); (d) shows the 
structure of a computation unit and (e) an example of its implementation in the Jupyter 
notebook graphical user interface (GUI). We stress that actual ML workflows are con
siderably more involved than this simplistic toy example. 
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As shown in Fig. 2.3, the ML workflows correspond to computation graphs 

with nodes and edges. The nodes represent computation units (i.e., the avail

able methods), and the edges the flow of data between the connected nodes 

via embedded input/output tokens. The computation graphs can be generated 

by means of input files or a Jupyter notebook graphical user interface (GUI). 

ChemML Wrapper also provides a library of abstracted workflow templates for 

common ML problem settings and of previous studies by us and others. These 

templates can be used as included or as starting points for the creation of mod

ified and customized workflows. ChemML Wrapper offers safeguards, sanity 

checks, and warnings if a new workflow is inconsistent with best practices or 

inappropriate for a given data set, or if a trained model is applied to make pre

dictions outside its applicability domain. ChemML Wrapper also provides statis

tical analyses of prediction results and meta-ML facilities to establish guidelines 

and the foundations for an expert recommendation system for a field that can

not draw on decades of experience (and thus often resorts to suboptimal ad hoc 

choices). 

As ChemML Wrapper is tasked with providing extensibility, consistency, and 

flexible glue code functionality, it faces two main challenges, i.e., licenses and 

maintenance. To address the former, ChemML Wrapper only binds to the front

end of external packages (e.g., Dragon, RDKit, OpenBabel) and provides rea

sonable automation and support for licensing, installation, and citation issues. 

We tackle the maintainability challenge by bundling the external open-source 

libraries, and creating a central database of method and interface attributes (i.e., 

the meta data) to (semi-)automatically modify ChemML Wrapper (including its 

documentation pages and web application widgets) after each update of the de

pendencies. Moreover, all methods accessible by ChemML Wrapper are tagged 
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by their package and task names, and they are imported on demand. 

ChemML's modular structure enables its role as a development platform and 

testbed for methodological innovation. ChemML Library makes it easy to add 

new methods, and ChemML Wrapper's flexibility allows us to bypass the tedious 

process of testing new ideas by writing standalone prototype implementations. 

ChemML Wrapper offers facilities for the automated testing and benchmarking 

of these new methods against many existing ones with essentially no overhead 

in human time. Those that are competitive or that offer other benefits (e.g., 

interpretability, efficiency) become part of the release branch of ChemML Library 

and are thus directly accessible to the user. 

2.5 Methodological Innovation and Application 

Studies 

Adapting ML techniques and algorithms from other application domains and 

introducing entirely new approaches for the study of chemical and material 

problems requires a substantial rethinking and redevelopment of existing ML 

methodology [65, 66, 16, 67]. Our recent development efforts include methods 

that improve accuracy and efficiency by closing the loop of data modeling and 

molecular design, i.e., by going beyond the mere creation of ML prediction 

models. The following examples are three highlights of new classes of methods: 

Active learning (AL): ChemML provides AL methods [68] that allow us to 

minimize the data set size needed to train a data-derived prediction model of 

a given accuracy or maximize its accuracy for a given number of data points. 

This is an important capability as data generation ( either via experiments and 
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physics-based modeling) is often expensive, making it a common bottleneck 

in data-driven research. AL is based on smart and deliberate sampling that 

identifies data points with the highest information yield and thus impact on 

the training of an ML model. For this, it assesses the uncertainty of a given 

model with respect to its training input. ChemML provides a number of different 

model-based AL approaches (including the query-by-committee and expected

model-change strategies [ 69]) that can be applied on a pool of unlabeled data 

points (see Fig. 2.4). The ChemML implementation supports any type of DL 

model that is built using the Keras interface. It also supports batch selection 

of data points based on the estimated impact of previously selected data with 

no extra query or training overhead. An interactive implementation allows the 

user to deposit or ignore queries based on direct feedback from experiment or 

simulation. The available AL approaches can be used simultaneously with no 

extra cost. 

Transfer learning (TL): ChemML provides TL methods [70] that allow us, 

e.g., to generate high-quality data-derived prediction models using a combi

nation of lower-quality (cheap) training data and a small set of high-quality 

(expensive) data that by itself would be insufficient for this task. This is another 

approach to alleviate the data generation issue as a limiting factor by reducing 

its cost or the number of data points needed to obtain an ML model of a desired 

accuracy. TL essentially allows us to learn the mapping from a lower-quality to 

a high-quality model and transfer the tuned parameters from the former to the 

latter (see Fig. 5.3). ChemML features an implementation of TL design method

ologies for DL models to facilitate this type of task. We employ uncertainty 

qualification as a measure of prediction confidence and analyses of distribution 

shifts for the retraining of models. 
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Figure 2.4. The process of applying a model-based active learning (AL) strategy to a 
pool of unlabeled candidates as implemented in ChemML. After initializing the train
ing and test sets randomly, an ensemble of deep learning (DL) models score unlabeled 
candidates in a sequential or batch selection format to query one or several new data 
points that promise to improve the model the most. 
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Figure 2.5. The process of applying transfer learning (TL) from a DL model 1 for target 
property a based on a large set of lower-quality data to a more accurate model 2 based 
on a small set of high-quality data. 
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Auto machine learning (AML): One of the critical steps in any ML approach 

is the selection of hyperparameters that define the employed model and its com

ponents (cf. Fig. 2.1). The choice of hyperparameters (in particular those asso

ciated with representation, preparation, and modeling) for a given problem set

ting can have a dramatic impact on the quality of a resulting model's predictive 

performance. Given that hyperparameters can assume both discrete and contin

uous values, the hyperparameter space does not have well-defined gradients, 

which precludes many common optimization algorithms. Primitive techniques 

such as brute-force grid searches are available in ChemML, but will either remain 

coarse or become prohibitively demanding due to the curse of dimensionality. 

ChemML also features a fully customizable evolutionary algorithm to automa

tize the hyperparameter selection [71]. It is implemented via a real-coded ge

netic algorithm that can efficiently navigate the complex hyperparameter space 

to minimize the prediction errors. ChemML provides customizations for each of 

the genetic operators (crossover, mutation, and selection) to give the user en

hanced flexibility and to guide the search in a preferred direction. We use AML 

as the basis for the before-mentioned meta-ML, i.e., we machine learn best (ini

tial) approaches, settings, defaults, and other recommendations for ML work on 

particular types of application problems and data sets. These insights allow us 

to better harness the potential of ML, i.e., by pursuing models with the smallest 

possible prediction errors and computing time demands. 

ChemML features other methodological innovation, e.g., in the areas of 

physics-infused neural network architectures, learned features, local domain 

models, training set design, on-the-fly assessment of learning curves [72], 

chemical pattern recognition [73], etc., that we will describe elsewhere. 

We have been employing ChemML in a number of real-world application 
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studies, both for the creation of data-derived prediction models and chemical 

pattern recognition. These studies include discovery and design projects for 

new high-refractive-index polymers for optical applications [74, 75, 73, 72, 76, 

71], deep eutectic solvents for supercapacitors [77], and organic semiconduc

tors for photovoltaics and other applications [78, 79] (using data of the Harvard 

Clean Energy Project [9, 80, 81, 10, 82]). 

2.6 Conclusions and Outlook 

Data intensive studies are an increasingly common occurrence in the chemistry 

and materials domain, and many in the community are interested in testing 

the utility of ML and in incorporating it into their regular work. However, the 

majority of tools - as far as these exist - is still technically involved, inacces

sible, or otherwise unavailable to the community at large. A related concern 

is the quality and reproducibility of studies that rely on them. In this chapter, 

we introduced the design and major elements of the open-source ML program 

package ChemML that seeks to overcome some of these shortcomings and limi

tations, and to facilitate the broader dissemination of cutting-edge techniques in 

an automated, yet flexible and customizable, format. ChemML makes an effort 

to reach non-expert users for which the novelty of ML research may be daunt

ing, and to help share best practices and guidelines. 

Our plans for the future development of ChemML include adding new 

methodological contributions as well as workflows by us and other; augment

ing the access to the domain-independent core libraries and their functionality 

to reflect the rapid advances in this field; further closing the loop between the 

diverse elements of ML and the domain science [20]; gaining and encapsulating 
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experience in how to make ML work in the chemical and materials context 

[83]; and further improving user-friendliness ( e.g., via an interactive GUI, ex

panded expert system capabilities, and cloud-based deployment). We will also 

advance the development of the overarching framework ChemEco that binds 

the different components of our software ecosystem [48] together and allows 

them to interact directly. Our long-term vision is to enable the fully automated 

exploration of compound space that supports the accelerated discovery and 

rational design of next-generation chemistry and materials [84, 85]. 



Learning From Harvard Clean 

Energy Project 

3.1 Introduction 

Machine learning (ML) is in the process of revolutionizing several aspects of 

chemical (and materials) research. ML approaches illuminate underlying pat

terns in chemical data, they facilitate efficient predictions in the characteriza

tion and behavior of chemical systems, and they augment conventional pro

cesses of decision making in chemical research [48, 1]. One application of ML is 

the creation of data-derived surrogate models that accelerate the intensive pro

cess of molecular discovery, design, and development by orders of magnitude 

[13, 46]. The application of ML on the results of virtual high-throughput screen

ing (HTPS) studies has been one of the earliest and most successful approaches 

for the large-scale exploration of molecular space [86, 80, 81, 20]. 

A majority of methodological advancements for ML in the chemical domain 

have so far focused on improving the performance of data-derived prediction 
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models for desirable materials properties. Research on other pertinent questions 

of chemical data mining and modeling has received less attention. Examples of 

these issues are: (i) diversity/sparsity of the molecular structures, (ii) applica

bility domains of trained ML models, and (iii) learning from imbalanced data. 

While these issues require expertise from domain sciences [87], they are ulti

mately interconnected and share common solutions across disciplines. In this 

work, we address these challenges on a well-known molecular data set. 

A data set is imbalanced if it can be partitioned into groups of similar in

stances (e.g., molecules), but the count of instances per group differs signifi

cantly [88]. By that means, even if the data set is large, some groups of may re

main underrepresented (i.e., minority groups). Typically, ML approaches fail to 

capture the characteristics of the minority groups because they are less exposed 

to the instances they contain. The primary challenge in many molecular data 

sets is the lack of unique or even rigorous criteria to discover the underlying 

population manifold. Prior knowledge, chemical intuition, or a direct mapping 

between structural features and groups ( e.g., via clustering, i.e., an unsuper

vised ML approach) can achieve this task, but the distribution may also remain 

unknown. 

The trend in chemical and materials studies goes towards developing mod

els that are as general as possible and that can thus cover the entire molecular 

space. However, there are also studies that argue against the pursuit of uni

versal prediction models. For instance, a study by Goldsmith et al. proposed 

the method of subgroup discovery to cluster the crystal structures of semicon

ductors [89]. The results of their work show that local models - trained on 

subgroups of the entire compound data - can significantly outperform a global 

model that is trained on the natural distribution of the overall data set. More re-
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cently, Kailkhura et al. introduced an ML framework that successfully addresses 

the skewed distribution of materials by partitioning their target property space 

[90]. While this approach has similar objectives to our work, we believe that the 

imbalance in data is more due to structural features rather than their properties. 

The exploration of molecular space using ML models is subject to the applica

bility domain of those models, which is restricted by the sparsity of the initial 

training data. We thus believe that taking the locality of data into account can 

have tremendous benefits, e.g., in the context of HTPS results [91, 72]. 

To exemplify, visualize, and address the challenge of imbalanced data in a 

molecular system, we focus on the Harvard Clean Energy Project (CEP) data 

set [9]. CEP is one of the prominent HTPS efforts to find organic photovoltaics 

for their application in solar cells. This data set has been widely used in 

several modeling and method development projects [12, 60, 92, 7], mainly to 

recover the rigorous and deterministic quantum chemical mapping from the 

structure/topology of a molecule to its properties. However, all of these ML 

approaches focus on the natural distribution of the data and lead to global 

models that ignore the adverse impacts of the imbalanced chemical structures 

in the data set. In this study, we take advantage of the imposed initialization 

and constraints in the combinatorial exploration of molecular space (e.g., by 

HTPS approaches) to improve the data-driven predictive performance further. 

We show this extra pattern-recognized information leads to reliable prediction 

across the data population, and thus enhances the applicability domain of 

ML models and enables us to better understand the structure-property rela

tionships. In a broader perspective, the proposed approaches attempt to asset 

and establish efficient practices to develop generalized predictive models for 

organic molecular data sets. 
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3.2 Background, Methods, and Computational De

tails 

3.2.1 Motivation 

As described by Bachmann et al. [10], the CEP molecular library is generated 

using 26 distinct building blocks that react with each other and create new frag

ments based on two types of reactions (i.e., linking or fusion). The maximum 

number of building blocks per molecule is limited to five. Although all the 26 

building blocks are prevalent substructures for the photovoltaic applications, 

the type of reaction between them results in very different molecular moieties 

that might not be feasible to synthesis. The motivation for this work is based on 

the feedback from experimental collaborators regarding the ease of synthesis 

for molecules that are only a product of linking reactions. The synthesis con

dition for fused fragments are often harsh and may negatively result in a ring 

expansion or contraction. 

Thus, the initial goal of this study is to interpret the generation of each 

molecule in the CEP library based on the applied combination rules and types 

of building blocks. We divide molecules in the CEP data set to three groups of 

fused, linked, or hybrid. As it is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, a hybrid molecule is a 

result of both linking and fusion reaction between constituent building blocks. 

Note that the reaction scheme has not been captured initially along with the 

original CEP library generation. One immediate solution to this problem is to 

search for all possible combinations of building blocks in the molecules. How

ever, this is an intractable approach due to the large number of possible com

binations. Therefore, we develop an algorithm to perform this task and will 
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discuss details in Sec. 3.2.2. 
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Figure 3.1. Examples of fused, linked, and hybrid molecules initiated from two build
ing blocks (i.e., benzene and pyrrole) with two reaction sites ('R's represent chemical 
handles) per each. The product of reaction also has two chemical handles to participate 
in the next reactions and create larger molecules. A hybrid molecule is a product of 
linking a building block to a fused molecule, or vice versa. 

After extracting the substructure information, our motivation for the rest of 

the study is two-fold. First, we investigate the distribution of top candidates in 

the subgroups of the molecules. We train ML regression models on each sub

group separately (i.e., build local models) and compare their performance with 

the model that is trained on a random sample of the entire CEP data set (i.e., 

a global model). Second, we utilize the extra information regarding the dis

tribution of clusters in the data set to improve the performance of the global 

model. For this purpose, we oversample under-represented subgroups and cre

ate a uniform distribution of clusters in the training set. We observe that the 

main challenge for any further improvements in the global model is the shift in 

the distribution of the feature representation for each class of molecules. There-
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fore, we apply classification and feature transformation methods to demonstrate 

the impact of the distribution mismatch in the training sets. This extra approach 

leads us towards an ensemble of classification and regression models to gener

alize well from minority subgroups without compensation from the majority 

subgroups. Thus, the central claim of this study is to provide the most accu

rate and generalized ML model for predicting photovoltaic properties of the 

molecules in the CEP data set. In summary, the contribution of this chapter is 

as follows: 

• We propose an algorithm to exploit the structure of the CEP data set. This 

approach is based on the reaction scheme that molecules have undertaken 

during the library generation. 

• When the reaction scheme is identified, we partition the entire CEP data 

set based on the synthesis feasibility, thereby, we achieve benchmark data 

with identified subgroups to assess the underrepresentation of similar 

molecular structures. 

• We next investigate the effect of the imbalanced classes on the perfor

mance of ML models that are developed using pure random sampling of 

the entire data set. Subsequently, we achieve computationally efficient ML 

models that outperform the state-of-the-art predictive models for the CEP 

data set. 

• Finally, we automatize the entire approach by redesigning the ML train

ing sets and training a classification model to alleviate the side effect of 

distribution shift for regression models. 
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3.2.2 CEP Data Set and Molecular Characterization 

The CEP data set contains more than 2.3 million organic photovoltaic molecules 

that are candidates for donor materials in the solar cells. The target property to 

evaluate the performance of those solar cells is the power conversion efficiency 

(PCE). The PCE values are approximated using Scharber model and electronic 

properties of donor molecules (i.e., molecules in the CEP data set). The elec

tronic properties are calculated at BP86/def2-SVP [93, 94, 95] level of the Kohn

Sham density functional theory [96, 97]. All the molecules are represented using 

SMILES strings, which provide 2D information of the molecular structures, that 

is, atom type and connectivity. 

We propose an algorithm based on the molecular graphs to characterize the 

unique combination scheme that has been undertaken for the generation of each 

molecule in the CEP library. The algorithm is specific to the CEP data set and 

takes advantage of the heterocyclic structure of the building blocks. In the fol

lowing we describe the overall pseudo-algorithm: 

1. represent each molecule as a graph of nodes and edges and keep track of 

their corresponding chemical labels (i.e., atom and bond types). 

2. identify all the cycles in the molecular graphs with size less than 6. They 

correspond to the 5- and 6-membered molecular rings in the structure of 

building blocks. 

3. look for nodes that are shared between the rings. These types of nodes 

represent the fusion reaction between rings. 

4. look for edges that are not involved in any of the rings. These types of 

edges form the linking connection between rings. 
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5. discover type of building blocks and their connections based on atom and 

bond types and the unique combination of rings in building blocks. 

The second step of the algorithm requires an efficient code for finding loops 

of specific sizes and not bigger than that. The available algorithms for this step, 

e.g., Johnston algorithm, are computationally expensive. We use the built-in 

function available in the OpenBable package [55], which can efficiently perform 

the first two steps of the algorithm. The final result of this substructure analysis 

represents the exact type, order, and symmetry of building blocks based on the 

position of reaction sites in each molecule. This substructure information could 

be further utilized to focus on a group of molecular moieties that may be of 

higher importance for the rational design of materials. 

Note that we use the term cluster to distinguish molecules in the CEP data 

set that have been generated using only fusion reaction (i.e., fused cluster), 

only linking reaction (i.e., linked cluster), or a combination of both (i.e., hy

brid cluster). The choice of this terminology is not entirely arbitrary; it tends to 

differentiate this task from the supervised classification approach. More impor

tantly, it has an analogy with unsupervised clustering approach that will be dis

cussed in our following publications as an automated and generalized fashion 

to distinguish organic molecules. Thus in this study, we undertake a clustering 

approach based on the chemical intuitions from and only for CEP data set. The 

statistical analysis of all data sets are available in the Appendix A (Table A.1). 

3.2.3 Machine Learning Details 

The ML task in this study is of supervised learning category due to the avail

ability of the labeled data. A supervised learning approach can be considered 
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as a function that maps the input features to the target outputs [3]. If the out

put labels have continuous numerical values, the supervised learning task is 

a regression problem, and if the labels are distinct and finite (categorical), the 

problem is classification. Thus in this study, we train a regression model to pre

dict the scalar PCE values and a classification model to label each molecule as 

a fused, linked, or hybrid cluster. We carry out the classification problem to 

evaluate the distribution shift in the input features of the three clusters. This 

method enables us to understand the structural diversity of the data based on 

the feature representation of the molecules in each of the clusters. We also apply 

principal component analysis to reduce the dimension of the feature space for 

the visualization of the distribution shift. 

We use deep neural networks (DNN) for both of the regression and classi

fication tasks [98, 99] . The DNN consists of neurons that behave as a simple 

feature transformation unit. Originally, each neuron sends out the result of an 

activation function acting on the total sum of the weighted inputs that receives 

from all connected neurons. The neurons are organized in consecutive layers 

and may be partially connected. Thus, the entire DNN model is able to trans

form the input features to the latent space, where the mapping to the target out

put becomes linear. We train a fully-connected standard architecture of DNN 

with three hidden layers in this work. We optimize other hyper-parameters 

(e.g., activation functions, regularization parameter, learning rate, etc.) using 

the 10-fold cross-validation approach on the 90% of the data as the training set. 

The remaining 10% are held out for the final evaluation of the model. We use a 

genetic algorithm to efficiently search and optimize the hyper-parameter space. 

In addition to the cross-validation, we carry out two additional approaches to 

avoid over-fitting: (1) the regularization term to penalize the parameters that 
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are learning the noise [100], and (2) the early stopping approach, which stops 

training iterations when the model improvement is negligible. Both of these 

methods avoid unnecessary model complexity. 

We perform this ML workflow using ChemML [48, 101, 52], our program 

package for machine learning and informatics in chemical and materials re

search. In this work, ChemML employs the Keras library [ 63] with Tensorflow 

backend [62] to develop the DNN models. The scikit-learn library provides tools 

for data preprocessing and model evaluation [54]. To plot learning curves, we 

select five different subset sizes spaced uniformly over the range of the train

ing set size. We next average the training and evaluation of the ML models 

over five different random sampling with each of the five subset sizes. The 

main evaluation metric for regression models is the mean absolute error (MAE). 

MAE represents the deviation of the predicted values from the target properties. 

For classification models, we use the ratio of correct predictions to evaluate the 

accuracy of our classifiers. 

3.2.4 Feature Representation 

In the cheminformatics and materials informatics, the input features for an ML 

model are called descriptors [102]. Descriptors provide a numerical representa

tion of the molecules and are the most important aspect of the ML models. A 

number of studies present that substructure-based descriptors provide essential 

representation to predict several properties of molecules [103]. This type of de

scriptors, which are also known as the molecular fingerprint, indicate the pres

ence or absence of particular substructures in the molecule. In this study, we use 

2048-bit, radius 3 Morgan fingerprint (MFP) [104, 105], from RDKit cheminfor-
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matics library [56], as previously recommended in similar studies (concerning 

the structure and property of molecules) [12]. 

In addition to Morgan fingerprint, we also use neural fingerprint (NFP) as 

the state-of-the-art neural network architecture, originally developed and tested 

on the CEP data set [60]. Previous research has established that NFPs are able 

to provide the most comprehensive representation of the structural makeups. 

The NFP take advantage of the flexibility in the design of deep learning archi

tecture. NFPs can be considered as a stand-alone ML model by addition of fully 

connected layers. Therefore, for the purpose of comparison, we add the same 

standard neural network that was described in Sec. 3.2.3 to complete the NFP 

model. Various versions of similar deep learning architectures have been devel

oped recently [7, 106, 107]. However, the representational limitations that they 

try to address are not a source of differentiation in the aforementioned clusters 

of the CEP molecular library. Thus, the NFP is a sufficiently complex and accu

rate model to serve as the state-of-the-art technique in this study. These models 

are computationally more demanding than the standard DNN by a factor of 100 

in terms of minute calculation on the same computation resource. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Statistical Analysis of the Clusters 

Tab. 3.1 shows the statistical analysis of all three clusters in the CEP data set with 

a focus on the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of organic solar cells. The dis

tribution of PCE values among each cluster clearly shows the linked molecules 

are more favorable for the photovoltaic applications with higher mean positive 
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PCE compared to the other two clusters. 

In addition to the analysis of the PCE values, we note that the three clus

ters are not uniformly distributed. The fused and linked molecules occupy less 

than 4% and 24% of the entire data set, respectively. In the ML literature, these 

two clusters are known to be under-represented in comparison with the hybrid 

cluster with close to 74% of the total data [108]. Therefore, a global ML model 

trained on a random selection of the CEP data is mostly biased to the hybrid 

molecules. Since our goal for the rest of the study is to compare the perfor

mance of different ML models trained on the three clusters with respect to the 

global model, we fix the training set size to 50,000 for all training sets. This 

number fulfills both the minimum number of data points in a cluster and the 

size of the training data in the recent ML studies on the CEP data set. 

Table 3.1. Statistical analysis for each cluster in the CEP data set. We obtain the popula
tion of each cluster in the entire set of 2.3 million molecules and in a subset of the data 
with positive PCE. We then compute the average and mean absolute deviation (MAD) 
for each subset. The population is in million and the avg and MAD of PCE are in %. 

all PCE > 0 
population(m) population(m) avg(%) MAD(%) 

fused 0.07 (3%) 0.04 2.18 1.34 
linked 0.54 (23%) 0.27 3.24 2.09 
hybrid 1.72 (74%) 1.07 2.61 1.60 
all 2.33 1.38 2.72 1.70 

Furthermore, Fig. 3.2 shows the distribution of PCE in the entire CEP data set 

and also in each of the clusters. The inset violin plot also shows the distribution 

of the molecules with PCE > 8% and reveals the prevalence of linked molecules 

among top candidates, specificaly those with PCE > 10%. Thereby, a focus on 

the linked molecules not only improves the synthesis feasibility of molecules 

but potentially leads towards more useful candidates in photovoltaic materials. 
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Note that the negative PCE is the artifact of the Scharber model and does not 

present any physical meaning. However, we keep the entire range of the PCE 

values for the purpose of the training and do not change them to zero. This 

way we preserve the continuity of the values, which enables the ML model to 

recover the actual Scharber model. 

The other point to attention is that distinguishing the three clusters from 

each other based on the PCE values is not possible since their distributions 

approximately overlap. This point implies the fact that sometimes molecular 

structures are indistinguishable based on their target properties and thus, other 

criteria are required to categorize them. 
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Figure 3.2. The histogram showing the distribution of Scharber power conversion effi
ciency (PCE) values in the entire and each cluster of the CEP data set. The inset violin 
plot presents the mean, standard deviation and 25 / 75th percentile over candidates with 
PCE> 8.0%. 
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Figure 3.3. The performance of standard deep neural network (DNN) regression mod
els for the prediction of power conversion efficiency values in each of the samples. (a) 
The box plot showing the distribution of the absolute error of predicted PCE values in 
terms of median, 25/75th percentile and confidence interval. The inset plot highlights 
all the box plots that present less than 1% absolute error. (b) The learning curves show 
the dependency of developed models to the training set size. The blue curves belong to 
the standard deep neural network trained on Morgan fingerprint (FP) representation. 
The red curves belong to the neural fingerprint (NFP) model. The mean absolute er
ror is calculated based on the evaluation of each model on the test set from the same 
sample. 

3.3.2 Predicting PCE of Organic Solar Cells 

Following the statistical analysis of the clusters and based on the size cap of 

the smallest subgroup (i.e., fused molecules), we randomly select 50,000 data 

points from each of the clusters and one from the entire CEP data set. The result

ing four subsets are referred to as fused, linked, hybrid and random samples. 

These four samples serve as our data sets for the training and testing of our 

models in the rest of the study. We next train one standard DNN regression 

model on each of the training sets and evaluate the model on all the four test 

sets. We refer to the fused, linked, and hybrid models as local models. Same 

way, the model for the random sample is called a global model because it can 

potentially predict the PCE for molecules from any of the clusters. Tuned hy

perparameter values for trained models are reported in the Appendix A (Tables 
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A.2 and A.3). Fig. 3.3.a shows the absolute deviation of the ML predicted PCE 

values from Scharber model estimates. As expected, the plot shows that each 

local model performs better on the test set from the same category of training 

data. The highest errors belong to the fused and linked models when they are 

evaluated on test sets from each other's test sets. However, the fused model 

performs better on the hybrid test set compared to the linked model. This point 

can also be confirmed based on the comparison between the performance of 

the hybrid model on the fused and linked test sets. These results determine 

that hybrid molecules have more in common with fused molecules rather than 

linked ones. More interestingly, all three local models outperform the random 

model for prediction on their own type of molecules. The closest performance 

to the random model belongs to the hybrid model since hybrid molecules are 

over-represented in the random sample. For a similar reason, the performance 

of the random model on the fused and linked test sets are significantly worse 

than their local models. Although more than 70% of the random sample con

sists of hybrid molecules, the random model still performs slightly worse than 

the model that is trained on 100% hybrid molecules (i.e., hybrid model). 

In addition, Fig. 3.3b presents the learning curves that are trained and evalu

ated on each of the samples individually. The dependency of the models to the 

size of the training set is generally accepted in any ML efforts, and here we see 

the same trend for all the four samples, as well. The performance of the local 

models also follows a similar relative trend on the entire range of the training set 

size. We also note that the risk of bias can be assessed for the fused model once 

it is trained on 90% of the fused sample. The reason is that the fused cluster is 

the smallest cluster in the data and the choice of 50,000 random sample almost 

covers the entire category. Thus, the ML model has an easy task to predict the 
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properties of out-of-sample molecules because it has been exposed to the ma

jority of them from the entire distribution. However, the learning curve for the 

fused model shows that even 30% of the fused sample can train a better model 

than 90% of the random sample for the prediction of PCE for fused molecules. 

All these results confirm that training a model on a random sample is mostly 

in favor of hybrid molecules that are over-represented in the data set. Note 

that a better performance of the local models compared to the random model is 

generally expected. It is well known that ML models intrinsically have better 

performance for the interpolation tasks rather than extrapolation. Therefore, de

veloping a local model on the portion of data that are of similar characteristics, 

results in a better performance. However, this point is subject to the clustering 

approach that lend confidence to the similar characteristics of the subgroups of 

the molecules. In other words, an arbitrary clustering of a data set that does not 

emphasize more compelling characteristics of the structures may not reproduce 

the same results. 

We also plot the distribution of the predictions errors across the range of PCE 

values for each of the test samples. As it is illustrated in Fig. 3.4, the quality of 

the predictions for the linked and fused models are evenly distributed over the 

range of the PCE values. This is another advantage of the suggested clustering 

scheme that leads to molecular candidates, which are: (i) feasible to synthe

sis, (ii) more desirable with respect to the target property, (iii) homogeneously 

represented and thus are easier to model, and (iv) approximately equally repre

sentative of the remoter but more desirable range of PCE values. 
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Figure 3.4. The distribution of the regression model prediction errors with respect to 
the PCE values for each of the four samples. The negative PCE values are artifact of the 
Scharber model, and thus, are faded out. 

3.3.3 The Impact of Clusters on the State-of-the-art Models 

In this section, we use NFP to benchmark the results of the standard DNN mod

els with the state-of-the-art neural network architecture. The learning curve for 

the NFP model is presented in Fig. 3.5. The figure is generated based on the 

same method as described in the previous section. We also merge it with Fig. 

3.3b for an easier comparison. We first confirm that all the training curves are 

showing a lower MAE by increasing the training set size. The comparison of 

the learning curves for two fingerprint models on the random sample clearly 

shows the reason why we call these models as state-of-the-art. More than 20% 
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improvement in the prediction accuracy across the random training set is the 

main reason that these models have truly increased the excitement in the field. 

Similar behavior can also be observed for the hybrid sample. However, the 

linked and fused samples do not exhibit a big difference for the training of the 

two fingerprint models. The key observation is that for the local models the 

NFP becomes saturated by adding more training data and stops showing the 

expected improvement. One reason for such behavior is the structural diver

sity in the four samples of the data. The random and hybrid molecules not 

only contain a diverse set of molecules based on the applied reaction rules be

tween building blocks but also are a small portion of many molecules available 

in their category. The underlying point for the current research is that the signif

icantly more expensive complex models sound ineffective for the prediction of 

the properties of linked molecules. This point can be counted as the advantage 

of our clustering approach. 

3.3.4 Uniform Oversampling of the Training Data 

One immediate solution to address the issue with imbalanced data is oversam

pling of the underrepresented clusters. Since enough training data is available 

for each of the clusters, we simply stack their training sets from the samples as 

mentioned earlier. Thus, compared to the previous section, a three times big

ger training set is now available to train a standard DNN, but with a uniform 

distribution of clusters. The model will be further evaluated on the same test 

sets from the four samples. The result is illustrated in Fig. 3.3a as the uniform 

training sample. We observe that the model performs better on all the test sets 

compared to the random sample, except for the hybrid test set. However, the 
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Figure 3.5. The learning curves show the decay in mean absolute error of three ma
chine learning (ML) models by increasing the training set size. The blue and red 
curves belong to the standard neural network and neural fingerprint (NFP) models 
that are trained on random sample, respectively. The green learning curve presents the 
proposed ensemble method by merging classification and regression models that are 
trained and evaluated on three local samples. 

performance of the uniform model is not better than the models purely trained 

on each of the samples. A focus on the performance of the models on the hybrid 

test set suggests that combination of the clusters do not help our model (i.e., the 

standard DNN) with respect to the choice of descriptor (i.e., the Morgan finger

print). This point was also observed by comparing the performance of random 

and hybrid models on the hybrid test set. We also note that creating three times 

bigger training set should result in a better performance for the model. How

ever, the performance of our models on the hybrid test set decreases from the 
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hybrid model (trained on 100% hybrid data) to random model (trained on 70% 

hybrid data), and finally to the uniform model (trained on 33% hybrid data). All 

in all, the uniform model outperforms the random model generally, and partic

ularly on the fused and linked test sets. Because a focus on the linked molecules 

is the primary goal of this work, providing a global model that performs better 

on the linked cluster and globally is considered as a successful outcome. 

Based on these results, we discuss that addition of the data from different 

clusters confuses the model from learning/distinguishing the characteristics of 

a single cluster. We can explain this point better with the concept of the dis

tribution shift in the feature representation of the data. For doing so, we first 

transform the high-dimensional representation (i.e., 2,048 fingerprint vector) to 

two reduced features by applying principal component analysis (PCA) on 3,000 

randomly selected instances of the uniform training set. The scatter plot of the 

data points with their color-coded cluster labels is shown in Fig. B.1. The distri

bution of the data from each cluster clearly illustrates the distribution shift be

tween the clusters. The results show that the linked and fused clusters are very 

different in terms of the fingerprint representation. Moreover, the distribution 

of the fused and hybrid principal components has a more significant overlap 

than the linked and hybrid distributions. All these outcomes are along with our 

discussions in Sec. 3.3.2 as well. 

3.3.5 Ensemble Learning by Combining Regression and Clas

sification Models 

As we discussed in the previous section, a simple linear PCA is able to capture 

the main structural difference between the three clusters. Thereby, our choice of 
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Figure 3.6. The scatter plot shows the first and second principal components of a uni
form distribution of three clusters specified with color codes. The distribution of first 
principal component is also plotted accordingly for each cluster. The density of the 
probabilities are on the right y-axis. 

feature representation can linearly distinguish the three suggested categories of 

molecules. We also should note that all these molecules share the same building 

blocks in their structures. However, distinguishing the three clusters based on 

their connections is an entirely different task from the prediction of target prop

erties (i.e., PCE values). In fact, a clustering approach only removes the extra 

degree of freedom (i.e., the connection between building blocks), and let the 

local regression models focus on the most distinguishing structural makeups 

of the molecules. Thus, for developing a global model that has similar perfor

mance with our best local models, we propose an ensemble method by merging 
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the classification and regression models. 

In this section, we train a classifier on the same uniform sample that was 

created in Sec. 3.3.4. The classifier should be able to label an unseen molecule as 

fused, linked, or hybrid category. We then use our best local regression models 

accordingly to predict the PCE that corresponds to that molecule. We optimize a 

standard DNN model to classify the three clusters. The only difference between 

our classification and regression models is the choice of activation function for 

the last layer, which is the Softmax function here instead of a linear function for 

regression. The uniform training set is used for developing the model because 

it is a fairly balanced data set. We also change the training set size to assess the 

performance of the classifiers on the tiny portion of the data (e.g., 0.001 ratio 

that corresponds to 135 data points). All the models are evaluated on the same 

test sets of the initial four samples, and the resulting learning curves are shown 

in Fig. 3.7. The figure shows that even with less than 2,000 uniform sample 

of the CEP data, we can get a model with 98% accuracy to classify three clus

ters of molecules. The performance of the model on the test sets deteriorates in 

the order of linked, fused, and then hybrid test sets. These results are also in 

common with Fig. B.1, because the feature representation of hybrid molecules 

is distributed between two other clusters and has a more considerable overlap 

with fused molecules. The underlying point is that the linked cluster is highly 

distinguishable from the other two clusters. Thus, we can also examine the dis

tribution shift in the structural features of molecules based on the performance 

of a classification task. We further extend the work by merging the classifica

tion model and our best local regression models to develop a global predictive 

model for the CEP data set. This approach has been long known as ensemble 

learning method and boosts the overall performance of the models that share 
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same hypothesis space. The green curve in Fig. 3.5 presents the learning curve 

for the ensemble model, evaluated on the random test set. The MAE for ensem

ble model is lower than both of the Morgan and NFP models across the training 

set ratio. Ta. 3.2 summarizes the lowest MAE for the three models. The deep 

ensemble learning approach presents 31% and 15% improvement compared to 

the Morgan fingerprint and NFP, respectively. Besides, for the linked molecules, 

the performance of the three models are similar and approximately show simi

lar amount of improvement with respect to their random models. It should be 

noted that the accuracy of classification model for the linked molecules is close 

to 100% and thus, the performance of the ensemble model for the linked cluster 

is very similar to the linked models. 

Table 3.2. The prediction error of three regression models in terms of mean absolute 
error (MAE) ± standard deviation. The table summarizes Fig. 3.5 at 90% training set 
ratio.====;:::::============::::;:::=::::;:::==========

MAE(%) 
Morgan PP NFP Ensemble 

linked 0.288 ± 0.003 0.288 ± 0.002 
random 0.423 ± 0.004 0.340 ± 0.004 0.290 ± 0.005 

3.4 Conclusions 

In the work presented here, we introduced a structure-based partitioning 

scheme for molecular data sets that allows us to identify different domains in 

compound space. We showed the benefits of creating local ML models that 

take advantage of the distinct nature of these domains compared to a single 

global model that does not account for their differences. The improvements in 

performance and efficiency are considerable, and even standard ML models 
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Figure 3.7. We develop a model to classify three clusters of the molecules based on the 
training on the uniform sample of the data. The learning curves showing the prediction 
accuracy of the classifier with respect to the training set size, and evaluation on four test 
samples. The inset plot focus on the turning point of the learning curves. 

outperform the most advanced (and correspondingly demanding), state-of

the-art ML approaches. Another attractive feature our study revealed is that 

local models exhibit a more uniform performance across the spectrum of target 

property values, including the desirable extremes, for which global models 

tend to degrade. However, the principal bottleneck for developing local models 

is the size cap of the minority domains. 

We also advanced the use of a classification model and the idea of ensemble 

learning to achieve the performance of local models but for global predictions. 

Our statistical analysis of the data set and its imbalance suggests that the latter 
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should be tackled by focusing on the choice of the feature representation, as the 

sparsity in a feature space can adversely affect a regression task. We propose 

to resolve this issue by breaking down the imposed sparseness using cluster

ing or classification techniques. Beyond to cluster-aware regression approach 

presented in this chapter, we are currently pursuing an automated process that 

includes the utilization of unsupervised ML techniques, along with the incor

poration (or extraction) of physical priors. 



Trend-Based Feature Selection in 

Molecular Descriptor Space 

4.1 Introduction 

Data science and in particular data mining via machine learning (ML) has made 

tremendous progress in the past two decades. It has become a cornerstone 

of modern life, for it is at the heart of many ubiquitous and emerging tech

nologies. Prominent examples are face recognition and biometrics [109]; signal 

processing, audio filtering, and voice recognition [llO];and handwriting and 

address recognition [111]. It has become apparent that there is considerable 

promise in adapting these powerful ML techniques to the chemical and materi

als domain in order to create an accelerated, more rational discovery and design 

process [112]. After all, there is no fundamental reason that would preclude 

these methods from being successful in, e.g., gaining insights into the structure

property relationships (SPRs) that govern molecular or condensed matter sys

tems [113, 114, 115]. However, this notion does require a substantial rethinking 
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and redevelopment of the existing methods [116, 117]. 

The first challenge in such an effort is to pose the questions of interest in a 

suitable form. An ML model f for a target property pis typically formulated 

in terms of n basis vectors d called descriptors, features (in computer science), or 

controlled/explanatory variables (in statistics), i.e., p = f (d1, ... , di, ... , dn) = f (d). 

Descriptors of a given system represent an abstraction of its detailed nature (e.g., 

a set of attributes and traits), and they provide a numerical representation. The 

former often involves deconstruction and information reduction, e.g., by focus

ing on certain aspects and elements of the system under consideration. The 

latter is evidently necessary as we have to translate our notion of a chemical 

or materials structure (e.g., the Lewis diagram of a particular molecule) into a 

mathematically accessible form [118, 119]. 

A host of different descriptor types has been introduced and employed over 

the years. An obvious descriptor is the Hamiltonian (or Hamiltonian matrix), 

for which a rigorous SPR mapping exists - the Schrodinger equation. As this 

mapping is already known and understood to be computationally demanding, 

we can conclude that the Hamiltonian itself is not a particularly useful descrip

tor for ML. Pioneering work by Rupp, Tkatchenko, Muller, and von Lilienfeld 

[58] has introduced the Coulomb matrix descriptor, which can be viewed as 

a projection of the full Hamiltonian, and which thus retains much of the fun

damental physics of the underlying SPR problem. Other modern descriptors 

include the smooth overlap of atomic positions (SOAP) [120], the Fourier rep

resentation of the atomic radial distribution function (FR) [121], and the bag-of

bonds (BoB) [122]. Quantities resulting from quantum mechanical calculations 

have also been discussed as descriptors [123]. However, the cost of obtaining 

them is an issue of concern, as it influences the utility of any derived ML model. 
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This work focuses on molecular descriptors [124, 125] that have been popular in 

chemometrics, cheminformatics, bioinformatics, and drug discovery since the 

1990s. 

Because an ML model is expanded in terms of a descriptor basis, it can only 

be successful if the descriptors capture the essence of the targeted SPR prob

lem. If the descriptor basis is too small or otherwise inadequate, this is not the 

case. In contrast, if the descriptor basis is excessive large, it becomes computa

tionally intractable due to the curse of dimensionality. In addition, it can lead 

to numerical instability in case of high descriptor degeneracy or dependency, 

or the resulting models may be overparameterized. The identification of a de

scriptor basis that is suitable for a given problem is performed by means of 

feature selection [126], which is thus an important aspect of ML modeling. The 

premise of feature selection is to reduce the feature space by removing irrele

vant and redundant descriptors and to identify a small subset of distinguishing 

ones. While there is potentially an information loss associated with a pruned 

descriptor set, it generally allows for the creation of more efficient and robust 

ML models. The descriptor subset - the latent variables - may also shed light on 

the structural features that control ( or at least correlate with) the properties of 

interest [127, 112]. 

This chapter introduces a new trend-based feature selection (TBFS) algo

rithm and its application to molecular descriptor space. To demonstrate its util

ity, we generate a series of ML models that predict the highest occupied molec

ular orbital (HOMO) energies EHoMO of organic semiconductor molecules. In 

Sec. 4.2.1, we discuss the data set used to train and validate these models, and 

in Sec. 4.2.2 the molecular descriptor space employed in this study. Sec. 4.2.3 

provides a detailed introduction of our TBFS algorithm, and Sec. 4.2.4 outlines 
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the merit of combining TBFS with a genetic algorithm (GA). Sec. 4.2.5 describes 

the SPR modeling via ridge regression (RR). We present and discuss the results 

of our example study in Sec. 4.3. We give particular attention to the descriptor 

selection, ranking, and the performance of the derived ML models (Sec. 4.3.1), 

to the dependence on trainings set size (Sec. 4.3.2), and to the interpretation of 

the selected descriptor subset (Sec. 4.3.3). Our findings are summarized in Sec. 

5.5. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Data set for the proof-of-principle study 

For the training and validation of the proof-of-principle EHoMO models, we em

ployed a data set from the Harvard Clean Energy Project as previous chapter. 

Specifically, we used a snapshot of the Clean Energy Project Database (CEPDB) 

with data on 1.8 million compounds. As detailed in Ref. [9], these compounds 

belong to a screening library for organic semiconductors constructed from n-

conjugated (hetero )aromatic moieties. The EHoMO values are the best estimates 

of this quantity according to the empirical calibration and averaging scheme 

introduced in Ref. [10]. This scheme aims to correct systematic discrepancies 

between different density functional theory (DFT) model chemistries [128, 129] 

and reduce additional random deviations, e.g., from uncertainties in the ge

ometries. The generation of this data set required a computing time investment 

of about 5,000 CPU years, which was provided by the IBM World Community 

Grid [9]. The given EHoMO values cover a range of 3.58 eV from -7.51 to -3.93 

eV with a mean of -5.19 eV. The EHoMO distribution is shown in Fig. 4.1. Since 
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the number of compounds on the tails of this range is relatively small, we focus 

on a smaller range of EHoMo values throughout the chapter (i.e., the distribu

tion between -6.5 eV and -4.0 eV). It is worth noting that different compounds 

may have same (or very similar) EHoMO values, thereby the associated SPR cor

responds to a many-to-one mapping problem. 
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Figure 4.1. The data set employed in the proof-of-principle study. The graph shows 
the population of compounds (blue), and their cumulative sum (red) over the range of 
EHoMo values. 

Except for Sec. 4.3.2, we used random selections of 5% of the data set (about 

90,000 compounds) for feature selection, training, and cross-validation. The re

maining data is used as the test set, i.e., to assess the performance of the trained 

predictive models. 
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4.2.2 Molecular descriptor library 

This work utilized the extensive molecular descriptor library provided by the 

Dragon 6 software [130, 124]. This type of descriptors extract topological fea

tures and combine them with phisicochemical properties of molecules to intro

duce chemical quantification as well as a range of graph theoretical quantities. 

From 4885 available descriptors in Dragon 6, we only use a subset of 1918 fea

tures that can be obtained using simplified molecular input line entry system 

(SMILES) representation of molecules. The feature vector d with n = 1918 de

scriptors covers the classes of 0-, 1-, and 2-dimensional quantities, and it in

cludes information regarding constitution, structural makeup, and graph in

variants. Starting from a SMILES representation [4], we can readily compute 

the values di,j for each descriptor i and molecule j using Dragon. For all 1.8 mil

lion compounds of the data set at hand, the full descriptor matrix D contains 

about 3.5 billion elements. 

4.2.3 Trend-based feature selection 

Instead of using all n descriptors or making an ad hoc selection, we propose 

the following supervised feature selection scheme to systematically reduce the 

dimension of d and thus D. To motivate TBFS, it is instructive to view the 

targeted SPR model as a classification rather than a regression problem. In 

this discretized perspective, each property value corresponds to a class, and 

all molecules with a particular value belong to the same class. Our example 

data set, e.g., features 281 unique EHoMo values (with a resolution of 0.01 eV) 

between -7.51 and -3.93 eV. (As shown in Fig. 4.1, a few of the classes on the 

edges of this range are unpopulated.) 
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It is evident that a perfect descriptor would have the same value for all com

pounds within a class and different values for compounds of different classes. 

For such a perfect descriptor, the SPR model would be trivial. Alas, perfect 

descriptors are generally unattainable for complex SPRs. The available descrip

tors usually show a significant amount of spread within a class and their val

ues can be found in other classes as well. While there is little correlation be

tween individual descriptor values and the target property, we observe that the 

in-class mean values di of many descriptors i show clear trends from class to 

class (see Fig. 4.2), so that we can establish functional relationships of the form 

di = f(p). Since our ultimate goal is the creation of an SPR model of the form 

p = f (d), we are actually more interested in finding inverse relationships of the 

form p = f (di)-
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Figure 4.2. Examples for in-class descriptor mean values di that exhibit trends from 
class to class (b,c) or lack thereof (a). For (b) and (c) we can formulate a relationship 
di = f (EHoMo ), and since the trend in (c) is (quasi)monotonous, we can in this case 
also formulate EHoMo = f(di)- The trend in (c) is not only (quasi)monotonous but 
(quasi)linear, i.e., this descriptor would meet the LTBFS criterion. Note, that the analysis 
omits the sparsely populated or empty classes on the fringes, for which we do not have 
statistically reliable di values. 

The existence of these relationships is at the heart of the proposed feature 

selection scheme. TBFS performs a statistical assessment of each descriptor and 

the following multi-step filtering strategy: 

1. Remove descriptors for which there is no correlation between property p 

https://c)---+--+-------+-----+------.cS
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Figure 4.3. Examples for (a) a high-ranked descriptor with narrow value spread around 
d, and (b) a low-ranked one with considerable spread. In both cases we provide the class 
assignment probability distribution for a particular d value, which is narrow for (a) and 
wide for (b). 

and di, i.e., no trend line di= f(p ) can be discerned (see Fig. 4.2a). 

2. Remove descriptors for which di is not a (quasi)monotonous and thus in

jective function of p, i.e., for which no unique p = f (di ) can be formulated 

(see Fig. 4.2b). More rigorously, we can remove descriptors for which di is 

not a (quasi)linear function of p (see Fig. 4.2c), which constitutes the linear 

version of TBFS (LTBFS). 

3. Rank the remaining descriptors and remove additional ones according to 

a given threshold or ranking cutoff. 

Note, that we ignore sparsely populated or empty classes in this analysis for 

those that do not yield di with satisfactory statistical significance. The ranking in 

step (3) is based on the idea that descriptors with small in-class spread of values 

around di (i.e., uncertainty of di) as well as a small overlap from class to class are 

more desirable(see Fig. 4.3). Strictly speaking, only the latter is relevant, but for 

continuous classes, both are evidently coupled. There are many metrics Wi that 

can be employed to quantify this behavior and rank the descriptors accordingly. 
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For this work we introduce the metric Wi = ad1'1di. The term CTi is the mean 

(over all classes c) of the standard deviation (SD) CTi,c of the in-class di,c values, 

i.e., CTi = L:;1=1 CTi,c Im. The term 1'1di is the mean slope of the descriptor trend, 

i.e., 1'1di = Jyiax - Jyiin = ldi,m - di,11- The larger the slope the smaller the class

to-class overlap (for a given in-class spread). The descriptors are ranked from 

smallest Wi to largest. Once a ranking is established, there are several options 

for how to proceed: 

(a) Remove descriptors beyond a given ranking cutoff, i.e., select a desired 

number of highest ranked descriptors. 

(b) Remove descriptors beyond a given Wi threshold or based on trends 

observed in the Wi values (e.g., introduce a cutoff after jumps or before 

plateaus). 

(c) Create ML models f with a successively increasing number of descriptors 

following the ranking sequence, assess the error convergence off, and 

once an acceptable error is achieved, discard the remaining descriptors. 

Option (a) introduces a relatively crude ad hoc truncation of the descriptor se

quence, which may be used if for some reason a particular size of dis required 

or desired. Option (b) makes use of quantitative information about the descrip

tors, however, there is no simple way of connecting this information with a 

performance prediction for the derived ML model. Option (c) is based on ex

plicitly computing the latter, which means that it adds the cost of generating the 

corresponding RR models. 

By eliminating descriptors based on the Wi ranking, we can concentrate on 

the ones with small in-class scatter and large variation between classes, i.e., the 
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ones that have the capacity to distinguish different classes. This approach is in 

the same spirit as the Fisher discriminant analysis [131] for the feature trans

formation task. The classification then follows in a probabilistic fashion: A nar

row value distribution around a systematic d-trend allows for a high probability 

class assignment. The perfect descriptor represents the asymptotic case. To es

tablish a predictive model, we target the subset of descriptors that eliminates 

(or at least significantly reduces) the uncertainty in the prediction from any in

dividual descriptor. 

TBFS thus allows us to rapidly determine a statistically viable subset of the 

descriptor space and a ranking according to the quality of the individual de

scriptors. However, it does not provide an assessment, which of the descrip

tors (if any) are complementary and which redundant. Two descriptors may be 

highly ranked, but if they are co-linear or otherwise interdependent, the impact 

of one of them is negligible. Consequently, there is no guarantee that then top

ranked descriptors from TBFS will lead to the best n-descriptor ML model. To 

arrive at the ideal descriptor subset, we introduce the hybrid method TBFS-GA 

as an alternative to steps (3a-c). In this method TBFS filtering is combined with 

a subsequent GA wrapper step. 

4.2.4 Genetic algorithm feature selection 

Genetic algorithm (GA) is a global search method that has long been used in op

timization problems including feature selection [132]. It is based on minimizing 

a cost function by changing the query elements of a vector, so-called chromo

somes, through crossover and mutation operations. In the similar tasks, the cost 

function is conveniently chosen to be the error of the derived ML models. In an 
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optimized problem, GA delivers the best set of descriptors for a given size of d. 

It can thus be used to select the smallest possible descriptor subset that still ful

fills a given performance criterion (e.g., an acceptable error). Unfortunately, GA 

is arguably an expensive and time consuming method, in particular for large 

feature spaces. By combining TBFS and GA, the latter can be started from a 

significantly truncated descriptor space, which dramatically reduces its compu

tational cost and risk of overfitting. The TBFS ranking also provides a sensible 

initial guess to accelerate the GA process. 

4.2.5 Ridge regression prediction model 

Since TBFS produces a subset of descriptors that all exhibit simple probabilistic 

trends, we can employ ML regression techniques with simple functional forms 

to create the desired SPR model, i.e., EHoMO = f(d). In this work we utilize 

the popular ridge regression (RR) model for this task. RR adds a regulariza

tion term to the error function of ordinary least squares methods in order to 

control pathologic overfitting and collinearity of coefficients [118] . We perform 

k-fold cross-validation for the selection of the RR regularization parameters and 

to assess the quality of the generated models [133]. For the feature selection ap

proaches and the training of the ML models we employ separate data subsets to 

avoid bias, overfitting, and poor learning performance. To evaluate the predic

tions of the generated ML models we compute the mean absolute error (MAE) 

and the root mean squared error (RMSE) with respect to the exact DFT values. 

MAE and RMSE values are generally given with an uncertainty of the standard 

deviation (SD). 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 TBFS descriptor ranking and selection vs. model perfor-

mance 

To assess and benchmark the performance of TBFS method, we first train RR 

model on the full-set of molecular descriptor space (i.e., all 1918 descriptors). 

The resulting model predicts the target EHoMO values with an MAE of 0.04 ± 

0.04 e V and an RMSE of 0.06 ± 0.08 eV. By applying TBFS strategy, the afore

mentioned step (1) reduces the number of descriptors from 1918 to 1510 (i.e., by 

21%), i.e., 1510 out of 1918 descriptors have d values that show correlation with 

EHoMO This is a surprisingly large number and it indicates that the molecular 

descriptors are a promising feature representation for our target property. The 

corresponding model has an MAE of 0.05 ± 0.04 e V and an RMSE of 0.07 ± 0.09 

eV. Step (2) reduces the number of descriptors to 274, and the RR model shows 

an MAE of 0.06 ± 0.05 eV and an RMSE of 0.08 ± 0.10 eV. While only 14% of the 

descriptors remain at this point, the MAE only increased by 0.02 eV, i.e., 0.4% 

of the mean EHoMO . The descriptor ranking in TBFS step (3) according to the 

metric wi = i'Ti I 1'1di is shown in Fig. 4.4. 

By TBFS step (3a), RR models are trained using top 10 or 25 descriptors with 

an MAE of= 0.13 ± 0.10 and = 0.11 ± 0.09 eV, respectively. The results from 

step (3c) are shown in Fig. 4.5. We observe a rapid improvement of the model 

with the first few descriptors and then a gradual convergence with occasional 

jumps. The MAE drops to ::; 0.20 eV with 1, to ::; 0.15 eV with 8, to ::; 0.10 

eV with 39, to ::; 0.08 eV with 91, and to ::; 0.07 eV with 155 descriptors. In 

addition, we find distinct jumps after 1, 3, 9, and 22 descriptors, which represent 
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Figure 4.4. Ranking metric Wi and TBFS descriptor rank. 

beneficial points for truncation. We point out, that in practice one would not 

compute the entire model sequence displayed in Fig. 4.5, but stop the process 

once an acceptable error is reached or once the error appears converged. 

Fig. 4.5 also shows the corresponding results from TBFS-GA, which does not 

use the TBFS ranking, but finds the best set of descriptors for each model. As 

expected, TBFS-GA performs better than TBFS, in particular for models with 

only few descriptors. The main advantage of using the TBFS ranking is that 

each model requires only one RR calculation, while the GA step requires on the 

order of number of descriptors, which makes it considerably more time con

suming. The trade-off between TBFS and TBFS-GA is thus between obtaining 

a somewhat suboptimal model quickly or an optimized model with more ef

fort. A TBFS model requires more descriptors to achieve the same prediction 

https://0.30----------------~0.91
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Figure 4.5. MAE convergence of the RR prediction models with increasing number of 
descriptors. TBFS results are shown in blue and TBFS-GA results in green. The inset 
focuses on the first 50 descriptors from TBFS method for which we see the most rapid 
drop in MAE. If all 1918 descriptors are considered, the MAE falls to 0.04 eV, however, 
it has to be assumed that this model is overparameterized. 

error as a comparable TBFS-GA model. It is thus more complicated, and the 

interpretation of the latent variables is less well founded. 

The results for all models are summarized in Table 4.1 and additional details 

are provided in the Supplementary Material. For convenience, we introduce a 

method notation that is analogue to the one used in quantum chemistry. We 

point out that even models with very few descriptors show remarkably good 

performance, which underscores that the molecular descriptor space is excep

tionally well-suited to describe the SPR problem at hand. It is also worth noting, 

that our results are highly competitive with a recent ML study by Montavon et 
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al. [134] based on the more sophisticated Coulomb matrix descriptor and xxx 

ML model, which predicted EHoMo values for a set of small molecules with 

MAEs between 0.15 - 0.16 eV (1.5 - 2.1%) and RMSEs between 0.21 - 0.22 eV 

(2.2 - 3.0%) 

Table 4.1. A summary of the predictive performance of RR models with different num
ber of descriptors from both TBFS and TBFS-GA. The absolute MAE and RMSE refer 
to the exact DPT values. The percentage MAE in the last column corresponds to the 
magnitude of the mean EHoMo of the given data set, i.e., 5.19 eV. 

model MAE±SD [eV] RMSE±SD [eV] MAE[%] 
RR/NoFS(1918) 0.04 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.08 0.8 
RR/TBFS(1510) 0.05 ± 0.04 0.07 ± 0.09 1.0 
RR/TBFS(274) 0.06 ± 0.05 0.08 ± 0.10 1.2 
RR/TBFS-GA(4) 0.12 ± 0.09 0.15 ± 0.18 2.3 

4.3.2 Trainings set size dependence 

An important question for ML modeling is how sensitive an approach is to the 

size of the trainings set. Big data sets such as the one used in this work are 

often not available, so models that require only modestly sized training sets 

are desired. For this reason we investigate, how far we can reduce the training 

set size from the standard 5% of the data set (90,000 compounds) before the 

model starts to degrade. For the small RR/TBFS-GA(4) model we find that we 

can maintain the prediction error with a trainings set of only a few hundred 

compounds (i.e., 0.01% of the given data set). 

4.3.3 Interpretation of the selected descriptor subset 

Since many molecular descriptors correspond to chemical concepts, we can 

try to interpret the latent variables revealed by our feature selection approach. 
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However, considering their mutual interaction in the overall model, it is difficult 

to arrive at clear conclusions regarding the role of every individual descriptor. 

We can still try to qualitatively rationalize their connection to the target property 

EHoMO and thus potentially gain additional insights into the SPR at hand. 

Table 4.2 lists the optimum set of descriptors from the RR/TBFS-GA(4) 

model. We note that 3 of the 4 descriptors are weighted by either the polariz

ability or ionization potential, i.e., electronic quantities known to be related to 

EHOMO . The ionization potential is for instance connected to EHOMO through 

Koopman's theorem [128, 129]. For instance, the relevance of these features 

in the construction of SPR models for EHoMO has been seen in the work 

of Montavon et al. [134]. Aside from physicochemical descriptors, the nROS 

descriptor (i.e., the 5-membered ring count) is also amongst the top descriptors. 

It is unexpected to find low-dimensional descriptors such as nROS to be relevant 

as they are often associated with significant information loss, which leads to 

many different structures having the same descriptor values. However, for 

the class of organic semiconductor molecules, certain structural units such as 

5-membered rings can play an important role. It is entirely plausible that these 

moieties or building blocks have a strong impact on the overall properties of 

the structures that contain them. We can conclude that the set of the descriptors 

shown in Table 4.2 is empirically meaningful. Beyond this, we can also use our 

findings regarding these descriptors and the functional relationships displayed 

in the generated SPR model to pursue the rational de nova design of compounds 

with desired properties, in this case particular EHoMO values. 
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Table 4.2. The list of best descriptors obtained for the RR/TBFS-GA(4) model. The 
last column indicates the TBFS rank of these descriptors based on the proposed metric. 
TBFS successfully identifys 3 of the 4 top descriptors, however, it failed to highlight the 
significance of GATSli. 

name description TBFSrank 
SpMinS_Bh(p) smallest eigenvalue n. 5 of Burden matrix 2 

weighted by polarizability 
nROS number of 5-membered rings 3 
MATSli Moran autocorrelation of lag 1 4 

weighted by ionization potential 
GATSli Geary autocorrelation of lag 1 67 

weighted by ionization potential 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this work we introduced the new feature selection algorithm, TBFS. It offers 

a simple scheme to assess, filter, and rank the descriptors in a given descrip

tor space according to their individual capacity to distinguish compounds with 

different target property values. We can find a suitable descriptor subspace by 

following the TBFS ranking or by using the TBFS-GA hybrid method. The for

mer is very efficient but may not give the best possible descriptor basis, while 

the latter give the best basis (within the space prefiltered by TBFS), but at con

siderably higher cost. However, both are dramatically less demanding than a 

full GA approach. 

We demonstrated the utility of TBFS and TBFS-GA in a proof-of-principle 

study in which we establish a series of small descriptor subsets from which we 

constructed ML models for the EHoMO values of organic semiconductor com

pounds using a RR approach. We found that these relatively simple models 

showed surprisingly small prediction errors competitive with those of signifi

cantly more complex ML approaches. 

Our models are compact, i.e., they only require relatively small training sets, 
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which makes them applicable to a wider range of problems. There is also lit

tle danger of overparameterization. Nonetheless, we found these models to 

be robust and to exhibit considerable predictive power. Our models are also 

exceedingly efficient: it took the RR/TBFS-GA model only a few minutes to re

compute with an MAE of 1 % our DFT data set on 1.8 million compounds, which 

required 5000 CPU years to compute. Moreover, TBFS allows us to identify the 

latent variables (i.e., the distinguishing features) of an SPR model thus provides 

us with insights that we can use for rational design. 

Based on our successful example investigation, we conclude that TBFS -

both as a standalone method and as a hybrid method combined with GA - is a 

promising new technique that is worth considering for feature selection prob

lems. Its value and merit is in covering the niche between crude ad hoc feature 

selection and a highly demanding approach, such as GA. However, it has to 

be stressed that there is no guarantee that TBFS works for any given descriptor 

space and SPR. TBFS cannot overcome pathological deficits in the feature space. 

We also emphasize that the validity of the EHOMO model created in this work 

to compounds of the same general domain, i.e., organic semiconductors, as the 

trainings data. Its success is in large parts due to the fact that the molecular de

scriptors, despite their simplicity, seem to be exceptionally suitable for the task 

at hand. 

In future work we will conduct a systematic test of different metrics for the 

TBFS ranking, explore the possibility of combining TBFS with feature transfor

mation to arrive an an even more compact representation, and apply TBFS to 

other data mining problems. 



Physics-Infused Deep Learning 

Model for the Prediction of 

Refractive Indices of Organic 

Molecules 

5.1 Introduction 

In recent years, data-driven approaches leading to big data scenarios are rapidly 

gaining momentum in the chemical and materials domain [1]. A wealth of in

formation can be extracted from such data using a variety of machine learn

ing (ML) techniques. ML prediction models are increasingly being used as 

surrogates for physics-based models and can reveal intricate and often hid

den structure-property relationships. These models are strikingly faster than 

their physics-based counterparts with little compromise in terms of accuracy 

[13, 135]. Thus, ML models can be applied as a catalyst in the process of virtual 
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high-throughput screening to expedite the exploration of molecular space (see, 

e.g., Refs. [86, 136, 9, 80, 81, 10, 12, 82]). Currently, this strategy is presumed as 

the backbone for the accelerated discovery of materials with tailored properties. 

The optical properties of materials are of key importance for a range of optic 

and optoelectronic applications, such as organic light-emitting diodes, photo

voltaics, image sensors [137, 138]. A high index of refraction (RI) is often one 

desirable property, in particular for lens components. In a previous study, we 

explored the utility of organic compounds in this regard and presented a com

putational protocol to model their RI [74, 75, 91, 139]. This protocol was cast to 

the virtual high-throughput screening of thousands of organic molecules to col

lect data of associated properties including static polarizability, number density 

(or density) and RI values. We employ this data set to develop ML models that 

efficiently and accurately predict properties of unlabeled molecules. 

There is a rich history of developing ML models to facilitate the prediction 

of RI values. These studies have been applied to a wide range of materials from 

organic aerosols and common organic compounds to different classes of poly

mers [140, 141, 142, 143]. However, a majority of these models are either trained 

on a limited data set, or only apply linear models, which often lack enough com

plexity to capture the underlying characteristics of data. Thus, we combine the 

recent developments in the data mining area with the large data set from our 

computational studies to advance the modeling in terms of the accuracy and 

reliability for the prediction of a significantly larger molecular library. In addi

tion, the top candidates resulting from our study are validated by performing 

the previously established computational protocol that was used for generating 

the data [74]. 

In this chapter, we first detail the generation of reference data (Sec. 5.2). 
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The data generation process includes molecular library generation, and appli

cation of virtual high-throughput screening to compile corresponding proper

ties of the resulting library. Next, we describe methods employed in our data

derived modeling, including feature representation (Sec. 5.2.2), standard and 

customized neural network architectures and their training details (Sec. 5.2.3), 

and transfer learning approach to outsmart the ML models (Sec. 5.2.4). We also 

propose a fine-tuning strategy to assure the reliability of predictions for high-RI 

candidates (Sec. 5.2.5). Sec. 5.3 presents outcomes of the modeling, and empha

sizes the improved extrapolation approach. We discuss most important obser

vations or otherwise justify exceptions in Sec. 5.4. Our findings are summarized 

in Sec. 5.5. 

5.2 Background, Methods, and Computational De

tails 

5.2.1 Study of High-Refractive-Index Candidates 

As described in a recent study [72], we generated a molecular library of 1.5 mil

lion small organic molecules, using our combinatorial library generator pack

age, ChemLG [48, 49]. The library is constructed from 15 molecular building 

blocks and is constrained by molecular weight and number of ring-moieties per 

molecule. In addition, we employ the Lorentz-Lorenz equation to calculate the 

RI (nr) of the molecules as a function of their polarizability (a:) and number den

sity (N). The Lorentz-Lorenz equation is given by 
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1 + 2txN /3£0 

1 - txN /3co. 

We recently developed an accurate modeling protocol [144, 91, 72] to com

pute tx and N using the Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) [96, 97] 

and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, respectively. Since these computa

tional studies of the entire library of 1.5 million molecules is time- and resource

intensive, we limit the screening to a random subset of 100,000 molecules. The 

resulting data set serves as the ground-truth for our data modeling to accelerate 

screening of the entire library by predicting corresponding properties, i.e., nr, 

tx, and N. 

The DFT calculations for 100,000 molecules are carried out using the PBE0 

functional [145] and double-s def2-SVP basis set [95] along with D3 dispersion 

correction. Due to the dependency of derived RI predictions to the employed 

quantum computations for polarizability values, we also perform calculations 

using the larger basis set, triple-s def2-TZVP [95]. However, considering the 

computational cost of this extra calculations at higher quantum chemistry ap

proximations, we only use the triple-s basis set for additional calculations of a 

random subset of 10,000 molecules (out of 100,000). We use this data set to aug

ment our data-derived models without performing an exhaustive calculations 

for 100,000 molecules (see Sec. 5.2.4). Note that the new polarizability velues 

are used for the calculation of RI values using LL equation with the same den

sity values from MD simulation. In this chapter, the def2-SVP and def2-TZVP 

basis sets and corresponding data sets are abbreviated as SVP and TZVP for 

convenience. The statistics for both data sets are also provided in the Appendix 
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B (Tables B.1 and B.2). 

5.2.2 Feature Representation 

We use hand-crafted molecular descriptors to provide numerical representation 

of molecules [102, 3]. Two families of descriptors that we use in this study are: 

(1) topological and physicochemical features from Dragon 7 [61], and (2) molec

ular fingerprints (FP). All these descriptors are based on a molecular graph, i.e., 

a 2-dimensional representation that depends only on atom types and connec

tivities. A SMILES representation [4] of molecules provides adequate chemical 

information to calculate these types of descriptors. The total number of Dragon 

descriptors after pre-processing (e.g., removing constant columns) reduces to 

1893 features. In order to represent molecules using FP, we encode molecules 

to binary vectors using three FP algorithms contained within RDKit [56]. These 

are Morgan FP with circular radius 2 [104, 105], hashed topological torsion FP 

(HTT) [146], and hashed atom pair FP (HAP) [147]. The length of all FP vectors 

is set to 1024 bits. 

5.2.3 Regression Models 

In this study, we focus on deep neural networks (DNN) for the regression task 

[98]. The choice of DNNs for modeling is due to their promising performance 

and flexibility in the design of neural network architectures [99] . We use stan

dard fully-connected DNN (Fig. 5. la) to train one model for each of three prop

erties using one of descriptor sets (i.e., resulting in 12 single DNN models in 

total). To account for the effects of hyperparameters that dictate the traininig 

and architecture of models, e.g., number of hidden layers, number of neurons, 
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of the models to predicting density (p), polarizability (a), and re
fractive index (nr) of organic molecules. We first develop (a) standard deep neural net
works (DNN)) for each property and representation (12 models in total). Based upon 
the insights from standard models, (b) we design a multitask physics-infused DNN to 
utilize the combination of dense (real values), and sparse (binary bits) feature represen
tations. The top hidden layers of the multitask model can also be used in the transfer 
learning approach to leverage training on small size data sets. 

learning rate, regularization parameter, etc., a fully customizable genetic algo

rithm (GA) [71] code is developed whereby we efficiently navigate through the 

hyperparameter space to optimize the training models. We perform this ML 

work using ChemML [48, 101, 52], our program package for machine learning 

and informatics in chemical and materials research. 

The data set is divided randomly into training and test sets with a 9:1 ratio. 

We use the training data to fit models and tune hyperparameters based on their 

evaluation on a 10% hold-out validation set. In addition to unbiased data set 

splits, we apply early stopping, dropout, and 12 regularization parameter to 

avoid overfitting [100, 148]. The best set of hyperparameters is used to define 

the final models. To assess the dependency of these models to the size of training 

set, we train each model on incrementally increasing ratios from 5% to 100% and 
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evaluate them on the hold-out test set. We compare predictions of these models 

with calculated properties using following metrics: mean absolute error (MAE), 

root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and 

regression correlation coefficient (R2). 

Based on the results of standard DNNs trained on each of the descriptors, we 

design a new model that improves the prediction performance by: (1) multitask 

learning [149], i.e., learning all three properties using one model, (2) utilizing all 

the calculated feature sets, and (3) imitating the Lorentz-Lorenz equation in the 

architecture of the DNNs. The overall model structure (Fig. 5.lb) is designed 

to first independently transform all four input feature sets to the latent space 

provided by multilayer DNN structure. This step facilitates merging the dense 

Dragon features with sparse FP features [108]. Next, we concatenate and lin

early map the corresponding latent space to the a: and N. This way we make 

sure that the transformed features, as latent space, are tuned to reproduce the 

two essential properties for calculation of nr. The key to the design of this model 

is that each descriptor shows a different performance for the prediction of avail

able properties. Therefore, for the final prediction of the nr, we first multiply 

the elements of the latent layers by each other to imitate the product of a: and N 

in the Lorentz-Lorenz equation. We finalize the prediction with one last fully

connected network to learn the nr. 

5.2.4 Transfer Learning 

It is generally accepted that additional training data often improves the perfor

mance of ML predictive models, unless they are saturated in which case they 

exhibit a constant performance. Therefore, one would expect that predictive 
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models trained on 100,000 training data at double-~-quality (SVP basis set) have 

a higher accuracy as compared to those trained on the smaller but more accu

rate 10,000 data points at the triple-~-quality (TZVP basis set). In order to repli

cate the accuracy observed in quantum chemistry in ML models, one solution is 

based on the idea of transfer learning (TL) for DNN models [150]. TL suggests 

that tuned parameters from a high-quality ML model (e.g., trained on a large 

data set) can be reused in the structure of a new ML model to learn the essence 

of the high-quality but small data sets [151]. Thus, we use the TL approach to 

obtain desired prediction accuracy on the TZVP data. 

For the purpose of TL, we transfer tuned parameters from the initial layers 

of the best predictive model for the SVP data set (see Fig. 5.1.b) to a same model 

with randomly initialized parameters. These parameters will be set and frozen 

at the equivalent layer of the new DNN structure for the training of the TZVP 

data set. We further optimize number of transformed hidden layers as one of 

the hyperparameters in the model selection task. 

5.2.5 Extrapolation to 1.5 Million Molecules 

In addition to the development of accurate ML models to predict RI values, we 

further study if the overall prediction error is applicable to the entire range of RI 

values in the training set. For instance, we analyze the MAE of the predictions at 

the tail of the RI histogram, i.e., the desired remoter areas in the RI distribution. 

If the prediction error in those regions of the molecular candidates is worse than 

the average, we fine-tune predictive models so that they are able to capture the 

essence of those desired underrepresented class of molecules [152]. To perform 

fine-tuning (FT), we carefully retrain the best model on the data points that are 
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close to the tail of the RI distribution, i.e., those that most probably deviate from 

their predicted values more than the overall MAE. Note that for this study, a 

significantly smaller learning rate is required to avoid causing disturbance to 

the model. 

In order to assess our FT strategy, and to find out which modeling approach 

provides the best ranking of the top candidates, we employ discounted cumula

tive gain (DCG) ranking metric [153, 154]. The DCG has its roots in the ranking 

of results from web search engines. It is a measure of the ranking quality for the 

ordered elements of the list based on a reference relevance value. We compute 

the DCG as 

where pis the rank position of the molecules based on their RI predictions, 

and rel is the relevance scale of the molecules. We select top 1,000 molecules 

(out of 1.5 million) based on the predictions of all three modeling approaches, 

i.e., multitask model trained on SVP data, TL model trained on TZVP data, and 

FT model trained on SVP data. The derived RI values in the SVP and TZVP data 

sets serve as a scoring measure to compute the rel. We use the reverse ranking 

of the top 1,000 molecules based on their reference RI values from data sets as 

our graded relevance scores. Using the DCG measure, we compare the ranking 

quality of predictions against the ground-truth LL calculations for this study. 
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5.3 Results 

The learning curves of the standard DNN models (Fig. 5.1 a) for each descriptor 

set, and the multitask Lorentz-Lorenz-equiation-infused model (Fig. 5.lb) are 

displayed in the Fig. 5.2 for three properties of the SVP data set. The learning 

curves show the MAE as a function of the training set size evenly spaced from 

5% to 100% ratio. The best results at 100% ratio are shown in Table 5.1. In 

addition, We report the performance of best models in terms of other metrics in 

the Appendix B (Tables B.8-B.10). We note that the MAE for the Dragon model 

is the best among the standard DNN models with respect to all three properties. 

However, the models that are derived from the FP descriptor sets outperform at 

least one of the other FP models for the prediction of one of the properties. In 

other words, Morgan and HTT models are the best FP model for the prediction 

of RI and polarizability, respectively. The HAP model also outperforms Morgan 

for the prediction of densities. 

The new multitask model offers a substantial improvement in terms of pre

diction accuracy for all three properties. In particular, the lowest MAE for the RI 

predictions becomes 0.006 with the correlation coefficient, r 2 = 0.99. This is 20% 

improvement compared to the best standard DNN model. Most importantly, we 

find that the DNN prediction errors for RI values are significantly smaller than 

the calculation errors (by a factor of 2 to 3) reported in our previous benchmark 

studies [74]. 

Fig. 5.3 shows the learning curves for the TL approach. The curves for the 

SVP model is same as the multitask model trained on the SVP data set. Note that 

here we increase the number of training set sizes at smaller proportion of the 

training data to match the smaller size of the training data available via TZVP 

https://B.8-B.10
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Figure 5.2. The learning curves show the dependency of the mean absolute error (MAE) 
to the training set ratio for each model. The legend corresponds to the descriptor used 
for the training of the single-output standard deep neural network (DNN) models, and 
the new multitask physics-infused DNN model, which is trained on all four descriptor 
sets. All models are trained and validated on the training set from 100,000 data points 
(SVP data set). 

Table 5.1. Overall prediction error of models in terms of mean absolute error (MAE). 
The table summarizes Fig. 5.2 at 100% training set ratio. 

model nr a: (Bohr3 
) 

Morgan 0.0087 3.65 8.53 
HTT 0.0098 3.12 7.15 
HAP 0.0105 3.51 7.61 
Dragon 0.0076 2.12 4.54 
Multitask 0.0063 1.83 4.27 
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Figure 5.3. The improvement in terms of reduced mean absolute error (MAE) as a func
tion of training set ratio, by applying transfer learning (TL) approach to the multitask 
models. The SVP refers to the 100,000 training data with double-( quality. The TZVP 
refers to the 10,000 training data with triple-( quality. The green learning curves on all 
plots (zoomed on bottom row) show the performance of the multitask model trained 
with TL approach. 

data set. If we do not utilize the TL and train a multitask network on the 10,000 

TZVP data set, the prediction errors are very similar to the SVP model. How

ever, due to the small size of data the performance is relatively poor compared 

to the best model trained on the SVP data set. When TL is applied, the MAE for 

the same training set ratios are significantly decreased. The transferred models 

are able to reproduce the TZVP results by approximately 45% improvement for 

all properties. 

The histogram and distribution of the calculated RI values in the hold-out 
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test set of the SVP data is shown in Fig. 5.4. The majority of molecules have RI 

values between 1.5 and 1.7 with an average of 1.62. If we segment and sort the 

absolute prediction errors of SVP model, the resulting histogram shows expo

nential increase in the uncertainty of the model at the remoter areas. The MAE 

for the farthest segments associated with highest RI values, is approximately 5 

times bigger than the overall MAE of the model. After fine-tuning, top candi

dates can be approximated two times more accurately than the original model. 

We also note that the prediction errors in the distribution peak is slightly in

creasing, but it is insignificant to cause any change to the ranking of molecules 

with RI greater than 1.8. 

The results of the DCG metric is shown in Fig. 5.5. Higher values demon

strate a better compatibility between the rankings by reference calculations and 

those by the predictive models. The DCG for fine-tuned model has the greatest 

value among all of the models. The ranking of top candidates based on the ref

erenced RI values in SVP data is closest to the FT SVP model, original multitask 

SVP model, and TL TZVP model, sequentially. If we consider the TZVP data as 

reference, the FT SVP model still aligns better compared to the other two mod

els. However, the ranking by TL TZVP model is slightly better correlated with 

the reference ranking, which is expected due to the same level of data quality. 

5.4 Discussion 

The benefit of utilizing 2D descriptors in this study is the computational effi

ciency of their extraction. Thereby, we can avoid the time-intensive geometry 

optimization for the molecules. Moreover, we take advantage of flexibility in 

the design of standard DNNs to infuse the available prior knowledge into the 
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Figure 5.4. The range and distribution (right y-axis) of the RI values in the hold-out 
test set. The mean absolute error (MAE) of predictions is shown for the evenly spaced 
segments of the histogram. Using the fine-tuning (FT) approach, we are able to improve 
the prediction error for the underrepresented molecules close to tails of the distribution. 
Both models are trained on the 100,000 data at double-(-quality (SVP). 

model. The architecture design enables the interpretability, in addition to im

provement in the overall performance of the model. However, the down side 

of working with DNNs is the exorbitant number of hyperparameters, i.e., non

trainable parameters that are required to define a model. We tackle this chal

lenge by using our in-house evolutionary algorithms for the model selection 

task. We note that the process of hyperparameter optimization plays a nontriv

ial role in the final model's performance. We report the best set of hyperparam

eters in the Appendix B (Table B.3-B.7). 

The performance of the single-output standard DNNs show that each of the 
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Figure 5.5. The discounted cumulative gain (DCG) measures the ranking quality of the 
high-refractive-index candidates (i.e., top 1000 molecules) based on the predictions of 
data-derived models. In this regard, the rank of molecules based on original multitask 
model, fine-tuned model (FT), and transferred model (TL) are compared against the 
ranking based on polarizability calculations at double-( basis set (SVP) and triple-( 
basis set (TZVP) quality. 

descriptors helps to capture structure property relationships to a certain degree, 

which highly depends on the target property as well. This observation moti

vates the idea to take advantage of a combination of features for the develop

ment of ML models. However, two challenges involved with this task are: (1) 

curse of dimensionality, and (2) different levels of sparsity between feature sets. 

We overcome both of these challenges by utilizing the deep structure of neural 

networks as the feature transformation step. Taking into account the availabil

ity of the essential properties for the RI calculations, the rest of the network is 
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processing the transformed features to simultaneously learn all the properties 

similar to the RI calculation via the Lorentz-Lorenz equation. We also conduct 

principal component analysis (PCA) on the final hidden layers of each model 

before they are mapped to the target properties (see Appendix B Fig. B.1). The 

differentiability of the target properties by PCA components clearly explains the 

role of different stages of the multitask model in learning corresponding prop

erties. Note that using our GA code we also optimize the architecture of the 

models. Thereby, all the models can have same number of trainable parame

ters. Eventually, the multitask model is not a significantly bigger model com

pared to the standard DNN models. Therefore, the 20% improvement in the 

prediction accuracy of the multitask model is explainable based on these new 

advancements that we consider in its design. 

Similar data mining efforts in literature have recorded an R2 of 0.91 with a 

multi-linear regression model for 126 organic compounds with 5 descriptors 

[143], and a mean absolute error of 0.01 for another multi-linear regression 

model for 111 secondary organic aerosols [140]. Trained on a much larger data 

set, our best model, on the other hand, has a significantly better accuracy than 

that achieved by previously reported ML approaches. 

The design of the multitask model also allows us to utilize hidden layers of 

tuned models (i.e., the latent space) for application in TL. Based on the learn

ing curves of the transferred models, we understand that even half of the size 

of the TZVP data set is sufficient to achieve the best performance of the model. 

Using the TL approach, we can potentially save 90% of the calculations at triple

,-quality to match the prediction errors of the trained model on larger SVP data 

set. This amount for RI is approximately 45%. The difference can be due to error 

propagation in the Lorentz-Lorenz model. Accounting for the computational 
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cost of the higher quality DFT models, this amount of reduction in the calcula

tions is a significant improvement, specifically for the virtual-high-throughput 

screening that requires cost-effective approaches. Note that the density values 

are independent of the DFT calculations, and the little improvement in their 

performance is in the order of the standard deviation of their predictions. 

By training on thousands of molecules covering a broad range of combinato

rial structures, the multitask model is expected to make informed predictions of 

the entire range of target properties. However, we observe that common RI val

ues are easier to predict due to the pervasiveness of building blocks ( or specific 

pairs of building blocks) in the top 10% candidates. We previously studied [91] 

the Z-scores of the building block combinations and the results clearly prove 

the over /under-representation of particular substructures in both tails of the RI 

distribution. 

Based on the DCG scores, we observe that the ranking quality of the top 

1,000 candidates is best along with the fine-tuned model refer to both of the ref

erence calculations by two different bases sets, i.e., def2-SVP and def2-TZVP. 

Thus, we confirm that the fine-tuning method is a very effective method to as

sess the properties of high-RI candidate molecules. We also note that the TZVP 

(TL) model provides more relevant predictions than the original SVP model to 

the TZVP reference, and vice verse. Therefore, it is important that what level 

of theory is considered to best estimate the real-world properties (i.e., ideal 

ranking) and thus it should be used for the training of the data-derived models. 

We should also mention that the DCG scores for all the models are very close 

to each other, i.e., their ratio is close to one. This means that these models are es

sentially at the same level of prediction accuracy. However, further optimization 

of the original model (e.g., via fine-tuning or TL) helps to accurately shortlist the 
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Figure 5.6. The number of molecules in the 1.5 million molecular library that are among 
top candidates with nr > 1.8. The refractive indices (nr) are approximated using devel
oped predictive models in this study. 

top candidates to a limited number of molecules (e.g., less than five molecules). 

This way we can provide top candidates for the expensive and time-consuming 

experimental synthesis. Lastly, we show the number of molecules with an am

bitious filter of nr greater than 1.8 in the entire 1.5 million molecular library 

(Fig. 5.6). The RI values are predicted using the three ML models developed 

in this study. The total number of molecules counted in this figure is close to 

30,000, which covers only 2% of the entire screening library of 1.5 million small 

organic molecules. The SMILES representation of the top 100 candidates based 

on the TZVP calculations with their corresponding predictions are available in 

the Appendix B. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

In the work presented here, we designed a DNN model that incorporates the 

underlying physics of the given problem (i.e., the prediction of RI values via 

the Lorentz-Lorenz equation) in its architecture and merges different descriptor 

spaces that each have distinct benefits. We demonstrated that our model is able 

to reproduce all target properties (i.e., nr, ex, p) of the molecules in the given 

data set with high accuracy, and significantly outperforms the existing state-of

the-art approaches for similar problems. Next, we utilized a TL approach to 

further increase the model's accuracy using only a relatively small amount of 

high-quality data (i.e., associated with only modest additional cost). TL allows 

us to obtain high-level models with only a fraction of the high-level data needed 

for direct ML, which can thus dramatically reduce the bottleneck of the associ

ated training data generation. Although TL has caused excitement in the ML 

community, it has (to the best of our knowledge) never been employed to im

prove the ranking of unlabeled molecules as shown in this study. We found that 

the transferred model is slightly better than the original in capturing the order 

of top-candidates. In addition to pursuing excellent overall performance, we 

also addressed the reliability of the model for the prediction of high-RI values 

(i.e., properties of top candidates at the edges of the model's applicability do

main). The proposed fine-tuning approach recognizes the under-representation 

of training data in the extreme value range, allows the model to learn from 

top candidates, and thus balances the oversampling of the majority compound 

classes. Our fine-tuning strategy employs DCG scoring to rank molecules at all 

levels of theory. We conclude that the fine-tuning of ML models with data from 

extreme value regions is necessary to ensure a successful screening of molecular 
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space for compounds with exceptional properties. 



Summary and Outlook 

6.1 Conclusions 

We discussed how ML can advance traditional modeling and simulation by 

(partially) replacing them (i.e., choosing data-derived over physics-based mod

els or combining the two); calibrating, augmenting, or otherwise correcting their 

results; targeting studies and their objectives; and providing the means to ef

fectively mine their results for a deeper understanding of hidden SPRs. Many 

ML models are still built on data provided by modeling and simulation - of

ten as part of virtual high-throughput screening studies - and combining ML 

and traditional modeling infuses physics and robustness into the resulting data

derived prediction models. These and other emerging ML techniques have been 

enabling accelerated discovery and rational design in numerous areas of chem

istry. Its early successes indicate that ML is bound to become a mainstream 

tool in chemical research. Yet, there is still much to (machine) learn on how to 

develop the full potential of ML in chemistry. 

We have successfully developed an open machine learning and informatics 
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program suite that is designed to support and advance the data-driven research 

paradigm that is currently emerging in the chemical and materials domain. 

ChemML allows its users to perform various data science tasks and execute ma

chine learning workflows that are adapted specifically for the chemical and ma

terials context. Key features are automation, general-purpose utility, versatility, 

and user-friendliness in order to make the application of modem data science a 

viable and widely accessible proposition in the broader chemistry and materials 

community. ChemML is also designed to facilitate methodological innovation, 

and it is one of the cornerstones of the software ecosystem for data-driven in 

silica research outlined in Ref. [48]. 

We analyzed the challenge of imbalanced data in the Harvard Clean En

ergy Project (CEP) dataset. We initially utilized a partitioning criterion to find 

structurally similar organic molecules based on the applied combination rules 

in the CEP molecular library generation. The resulting clusters of molecules 

lead us towards solar cell materials that not only are more promising for the 

photovoltaic applications but are potentially more feasible for the experimen

tal synthesis. We next conduct two studies to assess the impact of uncovered 

clusters on selecting the ML training data. First, we evaluate the performance 

of regression models, trained locally on each of the clusters. This study im

plies that local models can efficiently outperform the state-of-the-art that are 

trained on a random sample of the CEP dataset. Second, we investigate the 

impact of redesigning the training set on the development of a robust global 

model. Despite success in developing global models on the uniform training 

set, we demonstrate the distribution mismatch between feature representation 

of clusters as a critical limitation for any further improvements. Therefore, we 

take advantage of the discovered distribution shift and propose an ensemble 
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of classification and regression models to achieve generalized and reliable pre

dictive models across the CEP dataset. Besides, this study provides benchmark 

data to pave the way for any future method development plans concerned with 

imbalanced chemical data. We also presented an innovative feature selection 

scheme in the space of molecular descriptors. It is based on systematic trends in 

the mean values of descriptors for compound classes with different target prop

erty values. It is a simple, intuitively motivated procedure, and its results lend 

themselves to chemical interpretation. We presented a proof-of-principle study 

concerned with modeling the principal energy levels of organic semiconductor 

compounds. The descriptor sets resulting from our feature selection algorithm 

allow even simple ridge regression models to yield predictions that are compet

itive with significantly more complex machine learning techniques. 

Using the previously developed in silica modeling protocol which accurately 

and efficiently predicts refractive indices (RI) values of organic polymeric ma

terials, we studied RI of small organic molecules. We presented a multitask 

physics-infused deep learning model to accurately and efficiently predict RI 

of 1.5 million small organic molecules that outperforms the currently existing 

models for prediction of RI of organic molecules. Using transfer learning ap

proach, we augment the model to reproduce the high quality quantum chem

istry - derived models with notably less number of demanding calculations. We 

found that the overall performance of the model is mainly concentrated on the 

more common RI values. Since the final goal of this work is to find high-RI 

candidates in an exceedingly large molecular library than the training data, the 

generalizability of the model in the remoter areas of RI distribution is more fa

vorable. Therefore, we proposed a strategy to fine-tune our model with respect 

to the minority class of molecules that present high-Ris. By adapting a metric 
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from the computer science and web search engine community, we evaluated 

the effectiveness of our strategy to elaborately rank top molecular candidates. 

This work is the largest study so far developing a data-driven model followed 

by model augmentation to assure the reliability of the RI predictions for a large

scale extrapolation. The results of this study support the view that machine 

learning methods can facilitate the large-scale molecular screening. This ap

proach can potentially accelerate the discovery of new organic materials with 

high-RI for their optical applications. Furthermore, it is a clear embodiment of 

the promising nature of machine learning and modern data science in chemical 

research. 

This dissertation serves as a proof-of-principle for our software ecosystem, 

which recognizes the great opportunities that are appearing with the shift to

wards a data-driven in silica research paradigm in chemistry, materials science, 

and the corresponding engineering disciplines. We have shown via this project 

that this approach indeed offers a path to overcome some of the prevalent limi

tations of traditional trial-and-error approaches. Our aim is to extend the capa

bilities of our cyberinfrastructure to tackle complex discovery and design chal

lenges, increase the rate and quality of innovation, improve our understanding 

of the associated molecular and condensed matter systems, and democratize the 

tools that make these developments possible. The long-term objective of our 

work and related efforts by others is to help pioneer a fundamental transfor

mation of the discovery process in chemistry, to make data science an integral 

part of the chemical enterprise, to shape the transition towards a data-driven 

discovery and rational design paradigm, and to spearhead a broad move by the 

community along those lines. 
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6.2 Broader Impact of the ChemML 

The ChemML package will enable and advance the emerging field of data

driven research, and it will provide the foundation to make it a viable and 

widely accessible proposition in our community (and thus an integral part of 

the chemical enterprise). A template for our efforts is the rise of computational 

chemistry program packages over the past decades and its transformative im

pact on the role of modeling and simulation in chemical research today. Fol

lowing this example, we will provide the means to address complex research 

challenges, facilitate an increased rate and quality of innovation, and improve 

our understanding of the associated molecular and condensed matter systems. 

Our software will be unique in its scope and utility, and it thus promises to help 

shape the data-driven discovery and rational design paradigm, as well as the 

way chemical research is conducted in the future. 

Specific outcomes that will result from the development of ChemML in

clude: 

• broader dissemination of novel and cutting-edge methods; 

• move towards a fully automated screening of the chemical space; 

• close the loop between diverse elements of data-driven research in chem

istry; 

• provide tools to achieve a cost-effective inverse molecular design work

flow; 

• decrease the cost of data generation by incorporating feedback from data 

models; 
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• accelerate the solution of applications by combining physical and data

driven models; 

• leverage small size data by utilizing previously trained models; 

• guarantee accuracy and convergence in a closed loop of modeling and 

querying; 

• become the first library to host, organize, and share trained ML models on 

chemical data; 

• connect data mining tools to GUI: path towards data mining without cod

ing (via ChemML Wrapper); 

• educational aspect: share best practices through pre-configured work

flows (via ChemML Wrapper); 

• educational aspect: workflow analysis and expert recommendation sys

tem (via ChemML Wrapper). 

6.3 Outlook on Future Directions 

6.3.1 Feature Representations 

As discussed in Chapter.1, the descriptors of a given molecular system are an 

abstraction of its detailed nature (as well as a numerical representation). The 

choice of a suitable feature space is still our first and most effective means to 

infuse physics into ML models. There have been efforts to define criteria for 

the development of efficient descriptors [5], e.g., that they are (1) invariant to 

the symmetries of the underlying physics; (2) easy to interpret; (3) expressed 
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in a direct and concise form to avoid redundancy and the curse of dimension

ality; and (4) computationally efficient. However, developing molecular rep

resentations that adhere to all these criteria has been an exceedingly difficult 

task. More importantly, there is now agreement that ML approaches may re

quire different types of descriptors to recover the entirety of SPRs of molecular 

systems. Further research into the creation of new descriptors (including finger

print schemes) as well as the formulation of additional criteria will be necessary 

for the foreseeable future. The accessibility and flexibility of deep learning mod

els can accelerate future developments via learned features and theory-informed 

models. 

6.3.2 Machine Learning for Small Data 

While ML ideas became popular during the recent 'big data' wave (i.e., m 

chemistry with the emergence of large-scale screening result from high-level 

first-principles modeling), large data sets are in practice more often than not un

available. In fact, problems for which data is (still) sparse tend to be of particular 

interest. As the data generation (both from experiment and modeling) is often 

a limiting factor, we will have to strive to reduce its cost or the number of data 

points needed to obtain ML models of a desired accuracy. It is thus essential to 

put an emphasis on developing ML methods that achieve better performance 

on small data sets. As mentioned in Chapter2, transfer learning is a promising 

approach in this context. We will also need to employ smart sampling methods 

and identify data points that are most important for the training of ML models. 

Active learning strategies offer a path towards this goal [155, 156, 157]. Many of 

these techniques are of general-purpose utility, but some will have to be tailored 
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towards the specific problem settings of data-derived models for chemistry. 

6.3.3 Software and Tool Development 

The idea to utilize ML and other data mining techniques in the chemical domain 

is so recent that much of the basic infrastructure has not yet been developed, or 

is still in its early stages [1]. The majority of tools and expertise tend to be tech

nically involved, labor intensive, or otherwise unavailable to the community at 

large. Many researchers are now starting to pursue open-source software de

velopment projects to tackle this situation [48]. However, the lack of rigorous 

development guidelines remains a challenge that researchers from domain sci

ence need to overcome to make their efforts lasting and sustainable. The Molec

ular Sciences Software Institute (MolSSI) is one of the pioneers in establishing 

best practices and guidance for early-stage software developments in this field 

[158, 159]. 



A.1 Statistics of the Data Sets 

In the Table A.1, we present the statistics of the data sets that are used for the 

training of the machine learning models. The stats are in terms of mean, me

dian, min, max, standard deviation (SD), mean absolute deviation (MAD), and 

25 /75th percentile. 

Table A.1. Statistics of the PCE data for each of the sample sets. 
metric random hybrid linked fused 
mean 0.64 0.75 0.34 0.68 

SD 3.36 3.17 3.93 2.67 
MAD 2.52 2.37 2.99 1.99 
min -18.98 -16.16 -18.99 -11.72 
25% -1.20 -0.98 -2.04 -0.73 

median 0.77 0.88 0.31 0.82 
75% 2.53 2.56 2.53 2.25 
max 26.31 13.36 14.85 10.36 
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A.2 Hyperparameter optimization 

In the Tables A.2 and A.3, we present the hyperparameters space and parame

ters for the best trained standard DNN on each sample set. We use our genetic 

algorithm code, available in the ChemML library, for the optimization of param

eters that dictate the training of models in Chapter 3. The architecture of models 

is fixed to 3 hidden layers with 128, 64, and 32 neurons per layer. 

Table A.2. The parameters for best models trained on random and hybrid sample sets. 
best model parameters 

hyperparameter/ possible values random hybrid 
12 regularization/ 10- 4 - 0.3 8.57 X 10- 3 3.32 X 10- 3 

learning rate/10- 7 - 10- 3 1.69 x 10- 5 1.17 x 10- 5 

Table A.3. The parameters for best models trained on linked and fused sample sets. 
best model parameters 

hyperparameter/ possible values linked fused 
12 regularization/ 10- 4 - 0.3 3.42 X 10- 3 8.82 X 10- 4 

learning rate/10- 7 - 10- 3 9.98 X 10- 6 1.12 X 10- S 

The classification models are also trained using the similar hyperparameters 

for the best regression model. Due to the computational cost of training NFP 

models, we use the same recommended hyperparameters and architecture of 

network in the original work. In other words, the learning rate is set to 10- 4, 

and the length of fingerprint bits is set to 64. All the modeling experiments are 

optimized using Adam algorithm. 
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A.3 Data Availability 

All data sets used in Chapter 3 are available through our Python library 

ChemML, at https:/ / github.com/hachmannlab / chemml. 

https://github.com/hachmannlab


B.1 Statistics of the Data Sets 

In the Table B.1 and Table B.2, we present the statistics of the data sets that are 

used for the training of the machine learning models in Chapter 5. The stats are 

in terms of mean, median, min, max, standard deviation (SD), mean absolute 

deviation (MAD), and 25/75th percentile. 

Table B.1. Statistics of the data for 100k organic molecules at the def2-SVP basis set 
quality. 

metric polarizability (Bohr3) density (kg I m3) refractive index 
mean 241.80 1264.07 1.621 
SD 48.20 85.96 0.074 
MAD 39.32 68.12 0.059 
min 90.21 843.17 1.401 
25% 209.32 1206.49 1.568 
median 240.34 1261.95 1.616 
75% 281.51 1319.70 1.667 
max 392.34 1703.33 2.019 
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Table B.2. Statistics of the data for 10k organic molecules at the def2-TZVP basis set 
quality. 

~----------~------~-------
metric polarizability (Bohr3) density (kg Im3) refractive index 
mean 268.48 1264.31 1.709 
SD 50.99 85.89 0.083 
MAD 41.51 68.30 0.065 
min 110.82 906.77 1.451 
25% 235.18 1206.29 1.651 
median 266.90 1263.05 1.702 
75% 310.05 1320.44 1.759 
max 423.63 1579.62 2.144 

B.2 Hyperparameter optimization 

In the Table B.3, Table B.4, Table B.5,and Table B.6, we present the hyperparam

eters space and parameters for the best standard DNN. Table B.7 also shows 

parameters for the best physics-infused multitask model. We use our genetic 

algorithm code, available in the ChemML library, for the optimization of param

eters that dictate the training and architecture of models. 

Table B.3. The parameters for best trained models on 100k organic molecules repre-
sented by Dragon descriptor set. 

hyperparameter 
12 regularization 

dropout 
learning rate 

# neurons (layer1) 
# neurons (layer2) 
# neurons (la yer3) 
# neurons (layer4) 
# neurons (layer5) 

possible values 
10- 4 - 0.1 

0-0.9 
10-7 - 10- 3 

0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 
0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 
0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 
0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 
0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 

l\'. model 
8.36 X 10- S 

0.002 
1.69 X 10- S 

64 
32 
64 
0 
0 

p model nr model 
2.22 X 10- 4 5.53 X 10- S 

0.0 0.0 
1.72 X 10- S 3.98 X 10- S 

128 32 
128 64 
256 128 
64 256 
0 128 
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Table B.4. The parameters for best trained models on 100k organic molecules repre-
sented by Morgan descriptor set. 

hyperparameter possible values l\'. model p model nr model 
12 regularization 10- 4 - 0.1 7.26 X 10- S 2.74 X 10- S 3.41 X 10- 3 

dropout 0-0.9 0.006 0.009 0.49 
learning rate 10- 7 - 10- 3 8.78 X 10- S 9.04 X 10- S 1.91 X 10- S 

# neurons (layerl) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 256 256 128 
# neurons (la yer2) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 64 256 128 
# neurons (layer3) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 128 64 0 
# neurons (layer4) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 256 0 0 
# neurons (layer5) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 0 0 0 

Table B.5. The parameters for best trained models on 100k organic molecules repre-
sented by HTT descriptor set. 

hyperparameter possible values l\'. model p model nr model 
12 regularization 10- 4 - 0.1 4.54 X 10- S 1.17 X 10- 3 2.52 X 10- 4 

dropout 0-0.9 0.0 0.002 0.019 
learning rate 10- 7 - 10- 3 9.42 X 10- S 1.88 X 10- S 2.95 X 10- S 

# neurons (layer1) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 256 256 64 
# neurons (la yer2) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 256 32 256 
# neurons (layer3) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 64 64 128 
# neurons (layer4) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 128 0 0 
# neurons (layer5) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 256 0 0 

B.3 The Measure of Regression Performance 

The regression metrics employed in this study are given by: 

MAE = Li=l IYi - Ji I 
I n 
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Table B.6. The parameters for best trained models on 100k organic molecules repre
sented by HAP descriptor set. 

hyperparameter possible values l\'. model p model nr model 
12 regularization 10- 4 - 0.1 9.05 X 10- 4 1.66 X 10- 3 3.12 X 10- 3 

dropout 0-0.9 0.12 0.03 0.047 
learning rate 10- 7 - 10- 3 3.72 X 10- S 1.83 X 10- S 2.59 X 10- S 

# neurons (layerl) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 256 256 256 
# neurons (la yer2) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 64 256 64 
# neurons (layer3) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 0 0 32 
# neurons (layer4) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 0 0 0 
# neurons (layer5) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 0 0 0 

Table B.7. The parameters for best trained multitask model on 100k organic molecules. 
hyperparameter possible values best model parameters 
12 regularization 10- 4 - 0.1 2.16 X 10- 4 

dropout 0-0.9 0.0 
learning rate 10- 7 - 10- 3 7.88 X 10- 6 

# neurons (top layer 1) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 256 
# neurons (top layer 2) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 128 
# neurons (top layer 3) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 64 

# neurons (bottom layer 1) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 64 
# neurons (bottom layer 2) 0, 32, 64, 128 or 256 32 

Ln ( y; - f ; ) 

MAPE = i= 
1 ~ / X 100 

n 

where Yi is the calculated property and Ji is the predicted property for i th 

molecule in the data set with size n and average property value y. The mean 

absolute error (MAE) is reported as the main metric in the body of chapter. 

In the following tables we present the overall prediction performance of the 
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models at 100% training ratio in terms of root mean squared error (RMSE), mean 

absolute percentage error (MAPE), and regression correlation coefficient (R2). 

Table B.8. Overall prediction error of regression models in terms of root mean squared 
error (RMSE). 

model nr lt (Bohr j) 
Morgan 0.0121 6.73 
HTT 0.0131 4.61 
HAP 0.0143 4.64 
Dragon 0.0100 2.84 
Multitask 0.0086 2.47 

p (kg/m j) 
12.10 
10.48 
10.35 
6.29 
5.98 

Table B.9. Overall prediction error of regression models in terms of mean absolute 
percentage error (MAPE). 

model nr(%) {X (%) p (%) 
Morgan 0.53 1.63 0.68 
HTT 0.60 1.32 0.57 
HAP 0.64 1.46 0.61 
Dragon 0.46 0.88 0.36 
Multi task 0.39 0.76 0.34 

Table B.10. Overall prediction error of regression models in terms of correlation coeffi
cient (R2). 

============================== 
model nr {X p 
Morgan 0.973 0.980 0.981 
HTT 0.969 0.991 0.985 
HAP 0.963 0.991 0.986 
Dragon 0.982 0.996 0.994 
Multitask 0.987 0.997 0.995 
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B.4 Principal Component Analysis of the Models 

As discussed in Section IV, we conduct the principal component analysis (PCA) 

of the final hidden layers of the trained models. Fig. B.1 shows the differentia

bility of the target properties by PCA components. Plots illustrate the role of 

different stages of the multitask model for learning the corresponding proper

ties. 
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Figure B.1. The principal component analysis (PCA) on the last hidden layer of the 
models. These layers are linearly mapped to the refractive index (nr), and polarizability 
(l\'.). The plots show the first and second component of PCA, and the color bar corre
sponds to the values for each of the properties. 
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